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so lsng Youth rides again 
Friends, and family , Popular biking clinic 
mourn the passing of returns to teach skills 
Bud Kirkaldy and two-wheeled fun 
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City co’uld‘‘ ubuild ‘‘‘Plex*jby itsel 
Skeena NDP MLA ‘Robin Austin 
“I think even though you lose some ofo says he’s committed to making sure that 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN , >  
building a second sheet of ice/sportsplex, 
including revisiting the idea of acting as 
its own contractor. 
pose it’s one way of trying to 
costs,” says councillor Brian, 
adding council is prepared to 
look at all options to shave costs. 
“We’ve briefly discussed that but I 
don’t know if that’s the direction we are 
going,” says ’ councillor Brad Pollard, 
adding other options have been discussed 
$as part of council brainstorming. 
The city earlier this month cancelled 
any immediate plans to attach a second 
sheet of ice to the current arena when 
Other options include speaking to oth- 
er communities who have built similar 
projects for less money and even looking 
into the feasibility of buying an existing 
structure and moving it to the site. 
That, however, poses a number of po- 
tential problems. 
“Honestly, we do want t 
cost effective manner but no 
to have a piece of garbage 
Pollard. 
the, project a reality: but the current 
is simply too high, he and o 
lors said. 
The lowest bid on the project 
back in February at $10.54 million. 
represented a jump of $1.8 million from 
the previous attempt to tender the p 
in the summer of 2065. 
The sportsplex remains a priority for 
2006 and Mayor Jack Talstra says he 
hopes to see‘ the fundraising committee 
fired up again once council has a better 
idea of how to proceed. 
says he’s learned a lot. 
the naivete I I don’t think it really chang- 
es what you want for th& community or 
what the community wants for itself, but 
you have to put it into economic terms,’: 
money remains on the tab1 
comes up with a plan or if it 
scope of the project. J 
Council is unified in its desire to m 
$35 million for it?” 
outstripped the money it had. 
is’training paid off’ 
ry began to sink 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN Prince Rupert to Port Hardy but 
ry started to go down he switc 
GEORGE KOZAK is thrilled to hear BC ately into his passenger control role. 
Ferries will no longer allow crew members “Keeping them calm, cool 
to sleep below the water line of its vessels them ready for the rafts, making sure you 
after a hole was torn in the side of his room have your head count and you don’t lose 
when the Queen of the North feny ran anybody and keeping them calm and cool - 
d last week causing it to sink. that’s what passenger control w 
ter poured into the sleeping quarters of he says. 
, a Terrace resident and an eight-year 
staff member with BC Femes, shortly after one portion of the boat and 
midnight March 22 when the ferry rammed passengers and making-su 
into jagged rocks on Gil Island. into a life boat. 
“It just ripped it open,” he said last week He’ll never forget the faces of those peo- 
from his home in Terrace. ple, he says. 
And for that reason, BC Femes an- Passengers such as Terrace couple Ed 
nounced less than 72 hours after the ferry and Barb Kenney have been praising the 
sunk that crew accommodations will be quick action and diligence displayed by the 
moved above the water line. , vessel’s crew members. 
t‘When we did the evacuation and what- “They were certainly banging on doors 
not with the crew cabins being below the and saying ‘evefybody out,”’ says Ed Ken- 
water line there was water coming into the ney, a retired high school teacher. 
crew accommodations,” says BC Femes 
spokesperson Deborah Marshall. “And we sional.” 
don’t want that to ever happen again.” , Crew members worked thoroughly 
rounding up the paksengers, getting them 
into lifeboats and life rafts and off the ferry 
“They did at least four head counts that I 
remember them doing it in the life boat, they 
were asking if anybody was separated from 
somebody they were with as a buddy system 
check,” says Kenney. 
But Kozak says the passengers should 
also be recognized for how well they dealt , 
with what was frightening situation. 
“I was very proud of the way the passen- 
gers listened to me as I took charge doing 
passenger control,” Kozak says. 
“All I have to say is it was a rude awaken- 
ing and we did our job.” 
Two other Terrace residents were also 
working on the Queen of the North. 
Roxanne Wagner and Paul Scodane were 
back in Terrace last week after the incident 
- they both worked in the kitchen on the 
ferry. 
sinking of the Queen of the North, turn to 
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“They were very effic 
Kozak couldn’t agree more. 
“I think it’s a smart move because the wa- 
ter was coming into my room,” Kozak says. ’ to safety, he says. 
“I don’t want to see that anymore.” 
Kozak was asleep when he felt the ferry 
hit ground. 
“I felt the first touch and I figured we 
were making a landing, we were parking and 
figured ‘oh, what a rough landing,: and then 
I felt ‘the second hit and I knew something 
was wrong,” he recalls. 
“That’s when the water started coming in 
the room.” 
Kozak says he didn’t have time to feel 
afraid or scared, he just knew he had to get 
out of there and help passengers and crew 
members off the ferry. 
“We’re trained to do a job and we’re 
trained to save people and the crew and I 
guess that’s all that kicked into my head,” 
he says. “Grab your pants, put them on, grab 
your shoes, don’t worry about socks, grab 
your jacket aqd run...that’s what Ldid and 
the rest was history.” 
Kozak was the chief cook on the run from 
through. They mss 
said. “This work wil 
the intersection-and 
.they areapproaching P stop. ’ 
t Ramsay wants the work 
to start right after Emter,‘if 
possible, and finish before 
For more from local 
member the night it sank. 
other of murdered teen 
ONE WOMAN’S mission to raise aw 
about the number of missing and 
women along Hwyl6, dubbed the Hi 
Tears continues when a large group of walkers is 
scheduled to arrive at a symposium on the issue in 
posium at the CN Centre. 
Naziel reached Terrace Marc 
No other events are planned after the sympo- 
sium but the walk could turn into an annual event, 
saidPriscilla. 
She said her mom wants to challenge other 
people, whether aboriginal or non-aboriginal, 
to walk to Vancouver to the Pickton farm where 
WiUy Pickton is alleged to have killed 26 women. 
His trid is curredy underway. 
including Tom and Christine Chipman, parents of 
the missing Terrace resident Tamara Chipman, 
and Chipman’s aunts Lorna Brown and Gladys 
Radek, who came up from Vancouver to walk. 
Rad& who has a prosthetic leg, continued 
from Smithers last Wednesday, March 22, joined 
by about 100 people, including Matilda Wlson, 
That quick pace may put them into Prince 
George ahead of schedule, which would allow 
some res the symposium,.she said. 
Three from the Vancouver Eastside 
Women’s , who also waked from Ru- 
pert to Terrace, were expected to rehim, perhaps 
with some elders, to continue the walk to Prince 
JEANNIE WESLEYS and Gracie Holland c a w  the 
Highway of Tear$ banner near Smithen. Centre is 
INTERIOR NEWS PHOTO Bartlett from Terrace. 
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;Coroner un,able t determine 
!cause of fatal 2005 collision 
>:By MARGARET SWRS senger seat and facing rearward as required. the infant and 
her mother were on the truck’s back bench seat when the 
j INVESTIGATORS DON‘T KNOW why a local driver accident dc’curred and neither was wearing a seat-belt, the 
,.crossed the centre line and struck an oncoming vehicle, reportcontinued. 
:killing himself ‘gnd two members of his family west of Thexeport indicated that the trio had left Terrace at about 
: Joseph Armond Roger Soucie. 72, of Terrace, his daugh- At about 430 p-m., their truck exited a left hand curve 
iter Trena Cher Soucie, 27, and granddaughter Ava Soucie- and entered the westbound lane of Hwy 16. 
: Zschdckelt, four months, died when their eastbound Dodse The driver of a westbound tractor-trailer unit said he took 
: truck crossed the centre line of Hwy 16 into the westbound evasive action. pulling across the fog line as far as possible 
:lane and smck an oncoming tractor-trailer unit a h u t  three and braking hard in an attempt to avoid the pichp. but it 
:kilometres west of McBride at 4:38 p.m. on June 4,2005. collided with his vehicle almost head on. . ”No conclusive evidence was found that would explain The RCiW collision analyst invettigation report stated 
i why the pickup crossed the centre line of the highway into that marks on Soucie’s truck speedometer showed he was 
: oncoming traffic,” wrote coroner David Coverdale in the re- travelling at 1 1 1- 1 12 km/h just prim to the accident, but the 
: port. (speed’could not be conclusively determined. , 
+ 7 All three were pronoilnced dead at the scene. Roger Sou-(, A vehicle inspection showed that Soucie’s 1992 Dodge 
:de had been +takin$ Trena and Ava Soucie to their home in ~ pichq was in good mechanical condition %with sewiceable 
: The road was dr)., the sky was cloudy, the temperature 
*McBride last year. 820  am. June 1 to drive to Calgary. it 
, .  
3 
x ’ :cal&y. 1 )  tires, brakes and steering. (he repon said. 
The prbvincial coroner service has concluded its reports 
:on RoGr Soucie and Trena Soucie but the report on-Ava 
; remains unfinished. 
: The coroner dete ed Roger Soucie had been wearing 
: his seat restraint but the buckle assembly failed during the 
: impact. 
‘ Although a child car seat was belted into the front pas- 
was 18 C and it w&, still daylight when h e  accident oc- 
curred, the repon continued. 
The coroner did not make any recommendations. 
According to a McBride RCMP officer, nothing could’ve 
saved the trio‘s Lives. ‘*It was such a homfic accident.’‘ said, 
Const. Peter Berndsen of McBride RCMP. 
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ir :By A. and a standard of business tanks lies in Shell’s hands. 
practices that is’available for “They still have not taken 
SHELL CANADA says it’s anyone to look at on our web responsibility for the con- 
:close to an agreement with site,” said Davis. I tamination from the two old 
1 Giannino Pretto to have an ‘We are determined to * tanks that Giannino was to- 
,company finding a solution that i tally unaware of,” she says. 
as station ,and equitable.” Davis says Shell had an 
Pretto’s spokesman John idea there were tanks under- 
McMynn confirms a meet- ground when it bought the 
ing with Shell is to take property in 1969. 
place soon to discuss the ins - ._- ‘There was an indication 
property for contaminants. 
Only when an assess- 
mentis donecan workbegin 
on determining who is re- 
underground tanks that were 
on the site when it bought it 
in 1969. 
“I think ye are getting 
too far into the details,“ she 
says. ‘This is a complex is- 
sue and it needs to be worked 
through with the parties di- 
rectly involved.” 
Pretto took over the ser- 
vice station in 1982. I 
sponsible for tkming it up, 
Shell official Denita Davis ronmentalassessme 
k d  outs of doing 
tweek. q Shell does have copies 
issue ‘of nii- of a 2001 assessment paid 
ty is crucial as Pretto’s for by Reno but Davis says 
have hn dry because it is too limited in scope in 
- he can’t,use his property as that it doesn’t say what the 
:collateral to finance bulk hydrocarbon impact is over 
+ purchases of gas from Shell the entire site. 
. for re-sale. ‘The environmental a- 
c : Pretto and tis advisors sessment helps us to deter- 
: have so far &n relu’ctant to mine what the appropriate 
I let Shell choose an environ- next steps are,” she says. 
1 mental as-ment co 
; but .that may be endhg. ’ ‘mere -’gn’t aii 
i . ment yet but we’re confident tanks that were unearthed in 
:therewilIbeonesoon,”said 2001 in the process of in- 
1 Davis. stalling a new tank farm by 
; “Shell’s position is that it the pumps at the site. 
:will take responsibility for Assessments paid for 
:Shell-caused contamination by Pretto showed the high- 
:but first we need to do an est levels of contamination 
‘ assessment to determine if came from soil samples tak- 
, there are contaminants.” en from where the two old 
Davis said Shell has of- tanks were unearthed, says 
f e d  to pay for the assess- McMynn. 
ment. They were h a t e d  along 
‘We are clear about our the south‘kdeqof the proper- 
approach to doing busi- ty and were apparently filled 
I ness. We act with honesty, with water and petroleum 
integrity and “fairness and products, he says. 
we take our environmental Helen Mclnnes, one of 
responsibilifj seriously and Pretto’s supporters, says the 
we adhere to a code of ethics responsibility for those, two 
3 .  
-- 
‘, on&e l h d  sales amernent. 
The presence of under- 
ground tanks was noted,” 
said Davis. 
But there were no tanks ’ 
indicated on site drawings at 
the time, she added. 
It meant ‘that Shell was 
when Pretto unearthed the 
tanks in 2001, Davis said. 
When Shell purchased 
the site in 1969 it, was not 
being opefated a service 
station at the time, Davis 
continued. 
“Neither Shell nor Pretto 
operated those tanks,” she 
said. “Shell never operated 
surprised as everyone else Educational Options for Your Child 
Post secondary education is more necessary, challenging and expensive than 
ever. It’s so important to help your children make the choices that w i l l  
ensure their hture success. 
Learn about the wide range of quality educational options and sqBporrservicer. 
,.available at NWCC.mether your child wants to be a nurse, a carpenter,.a c 
social worker or get a university degree, NWCC can help achieve those I 
goals, right here in your own community. 
the tanks that were found in 
2001 and we have no record 
or what, if, anything, they 
contained.” 
Tuesday, April 11  
7:00 p.m. - 9:OO p.m. 
NWCC Terrace Campus, 5331 McConnell Avenue 
Room 2001/2802, Waap Haawk (Birch Building) 
of what they were used for 
“Shell never operated the 
tanks, Mr. Pretto never op- 
erated the tanks and that’s 
another reason why we need 
to conduct another environ- , transferable university credit courses. , 
mental assessment.” 
But Davis could not say 
where the pump island that 
Discover the NWCC advantage: low tuition fees, quality education, personal 
attention, smaller class sizes, Associate <Degrees, Diplomas and Cedcates, and 
NORTHWEST 
Shell levelled in 1970 was. -COMMUNITY C O U G E  
located or what may have lake a closer look. 0 ‘ e  e m  
been done with any of the 
I 
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’Memories and speeches 
IJ mark hospita1.k bi{rthday 
lay DUSTIN QUUADA 
THE q C H  history of Mills Memorial Hospital was 
celebrated March 21 as current employees, former workers 
and others marked 45 years since the facility opened. 
About 80 people’crammed into an area of the hospital 
under renovation for the two-hour ceremony that included a 
historical slide show and speeches from a number of people 
with ties to the hospital that opened ic1961. 
Rowena Holoien, the Northern Health Authority admin- 
istrdtor who oversees Mills Memorial as well as th’e hospital 
, in Kitimat and health care facilities in Stewart and Atlin: 
served as master of ceremonies. 
She says the highturnout and emotion displayed by those 
in attendance is proof hospitals in smaller centres have a 
greatel importance for residents. 
“Smaller communities really have a personal association 
with their hospitals more than an urban centre,” Holoien 
said. “[The hospital] is usually here over their lifespan.”, 
Holoien added people have strong ties to the hospital here 
either through care visits or employment to the point the fa- 
+ cility becomes a social setting. 
A handful of former nurses was present, including Mari- 
anna Ferretti, who helped deliver the first baby at the hospi- 
tal. She said it’s important to celebrate the hospital’s history 
but it’s equally important to look ahead. 
“Mills Memorial Hospital certainly has changed,” said 
Ferretti. “I’m proud’to see anoth& era and change in the 
e,Mills family w& fittingly represented by Dr. Mills’s 
son and daughter-in-law. 
8 Marie Harrison said her in-laws Dr. Stanley Mills and his 
wife W t h  served the area from 1930 to 1957, making calls 
between Prince Rupert and the Hazeltons. In those days, the 
price to setsbroken limbs was $2 and it cost $15 to have a 
,”’ said Harrison. “I’m so proud to 
i 
cluded so many people associated with the hospital’s begin- 
It’s no wonder the hospital has become more than just a 
place of healthcare, when you con$der the numbers Holoien 
presented to the gathered. 7 
. Since 1961, 16,000 babies have been delivered, 89,000 
people have received care and 600 physicians have worked 
at the facility on Haugland Ave. ’ 
. ,  ning. . 
i Vesta ,honours b 
fUPISNDS ’AND P&kside%hools are the most 
Vikelftocgb?e in ariy’effort‘by‘tke,s~fidol~dis~ct Gowen said the boGd ‘will .pave qui 
to honour Vesta Douglas, a longtime educator ’ find an appropriate way to honour’Douglas. 
who died recently at the age of 95. “I’d like to see information at the next meet- 
“Those are probably two (schools) we would, ing,” Gowen said. “I don’t’see why we couldn’t 
look at,” says school board chair Lorrie Gowen. [have th is  done] by September 2006.” 
Douglas, for example, was the first principal at The board was acting on a letter from Doug- 
Uplands which is located on the Bench. las’s friend Charlie Meek that recommended it 
As it is, the school district has a tradition of consider re-naming a Terrace school after her. 
naming schools after prominent citizens. Cassie And the City of Terrace is working on estab: 
Hall and Clarence Michiel elementarv schools. lishing what it is calling a freemen’s bursary. 
for instqy,&eady,bear the n 
. sary and the amount have yet to be worked out by 
the city. 
We’d like to heurfrom readers as to how they 
feel Douglas should be remembered.= 
Send us your comments to The Terrace Sran- 
dard, 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
Our f a r  number is 250-638-8432 and our email is 
newsroom@terracestandard.com. We ’11 print the 
responses. 
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’News In Brief 
Crimestoppers takes tips 
in several languages 
THE PUBLIC can now provide anonymous tips ta 
Crimestoppers in any one of 115 languages ,thanks 
to a multi-laripage translation service now available 
throughout B .C. 
Anyone with information on criminal activity can 
call Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-TIPS and tell the tip 
taker the name of his or her preferred language. 
The tip taker will connect with a translator and the 
tipster, tig taker and translator then work together in a 
three-way call to get the information. 
The tip taker provides the translated infomiation LO 
the local Crimestoppers program and then to investiga- 
tors. 
“This is the same process that has been in operation 
in Greater Vancouver,” said BC Crimestoppers Advi- 
sory Board president Shirley Stocker. 
“Thanks to the support of the Victim Services and 
Community Programs Division, Policing and Commu- 
nity Safety Branch, Ministry of Public Safety and So- 
licitor General, BC Crimestoppers can now expand the 
program throughout the province.” 
Callers to Crimestoppers never-have to give ,their 
names or testify in court. Crimestoppers does not sub- 
scribe to call display. 
Callers could receive a cash reward of up to $2,000 
if an arrest and charge is made in a crime. 
Anonymous, sekure tips can be given online at www. 
bccrimestoppers.com. This online service is only avail- 
able in English. 
, 
Man “charged for theft 
A LOCAL MAN will appear in court to face charges 
after two vehicles went missing from two residences on 
one day earlier this month. 
Jeremy David Ainscow, 22, has been charged with 
two counts of theft in the robbery of a pickup from the 
Lakelse Lake area and a 1991 Honda motorcycle from 
Thomhill March 7. 
Ainscow appeared in provincial court on March 
His next scheduled court date is April 4 to consult with 
defence counsel. 
TWO VEHICLES went off the road after the drivers lost 
conk01 in icy or slushy conditions during the m 
of March 14. 
A Kitimat couple) and their grandson trav 
northbound on Hwy 37 slid into the ditch north of the 
Northwest Regional Airport. An Edmonton resident 
rolled a van while travelling along Hwyl6 about 65 km 
‘ west of Terrace! Police say no one was 
* 
I 
r turns ligh 
A POWER OUTAGE south of Terrace overnight 
March 23 came courtesy of a beaver who felled a tree 
onto power lines south of TeqaFe. 
and affected 1,568 residents of Lakelse Lake, Beem 
Stationl-Road,-Old Remo, Jackpine Flats and Hwy 37 
west to Onion Lake, according to B.C. Hydro. 
Dave Conway, B.C. Hydro manager for community 
relations for Northern.BC, said the tree fall outed the 
lines between Krumm Road ayd,Hwy 37. 
the tree and fixed any damage to the wires, he said. * 5 
~ ,, j . . , n i  t!{yfpl 
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Two B.C. Hydro employees from Terrace 
I 
because it isn't the utilities commission's job to 
threaten the viability of a company. 
-But where things get twisted is realiz&z that 
while the province tightly regulates the sale of an 
optional luxury such as alcohol to the point it can 
guarantee the same price everywhere, it is con- 
tent to let the free market reign supreme when it 
comes to a necessity, natural gas. 
You can argue that the White Rock case of beer 
subsizides the Atlin case of beer. If the province 
can-do =that and still generate swacks of cash for 
itself and for alcohol producers, then it can pay 
attention to what's going on up here. 
comes to the delivery cost of natural gas. This re- 
lief could; for example, be a sliding scale. If new 
and large industrial users of natural gas come on 
line as PNG customers, then the relief would di- 
minish. 
It's not as if the government can't do this. It is 
in a surplus situation. It threw a S1 billion on the 
table to all but bribe its employees to sign labour 
contracts. It is pouring billions into direct and un- 
related projects 'for the Winter Olympics. 
Guaranteed pricing for beer but no consider- 
ation for natural gas? Something's wrong. 
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Got to watch office romances 
A S  SURELY as the sun u4l 
rise each day. employees will 
form personal relationship; 
with co-n70rkers. 
Some employers f r o m  on 
such relationships and attempt 
to rake preventative steps. 
The degree to which the em- 
ployer can lawfully intewene 
to restrict such relationships. 
however. is limited. 
It. amazes me when an em- 
ployer seeks advice on how 
to eliminate pkrsonal relation- 
ships between employees. The 
reality is thai',as adults many 
of us spend the majority of our 
portant. role for employers is territory. They should be edu- 
governing relationships be- cated on how sush ' inappro- 
tween supervisors and subor- priate conduct can. and-&ely 
dinates. It is well established will, form the basis for a com- 
that the employer has a le- plaint ofharassment. ,, 
gitimate interest in knowing Second, ongoing attention 
about, and taking reasonable should be given to the policy 
steps to con,trol, these relation- by way of periodic training 
ships. " sessions providing. real life 
The key factor in regard situations. This wdl provide 
to supervisor-subordinate ro- supervisors and subordinates 
mances is the existence of a alike with situational experi- 
power imbalance behveen the ence of what is and is not a p  
two. The prospect that the su- propriate workplace activity. 
pervisor will abuse his or-her The objective is to estab- . 
authoritv in,the course of the lish a broad awareness of loBERT relationhip, or will otherwise the boundaries of acceptable 
waking hours at work. only succeed in forcing them 
&& once our school days to be carried on in secrecy. 
have ended. the workplace be- Generally speaking. there 
comes our p r i m ' q  venue for is neither a law nor any sort of 
social interaction. moral authority giving employ- 
Surveys indicate that over ers the right to restrict employ- 
one half of employees have ees' personal lives. If the em- 
been romantically involved ployer nonetheless embarks on 
with a co-worker and almost a campaign to stamp out work 
one fifth of employees met relationships. it will likely find 
their spouse at work. itself the subject of a variety of 
Despite -- what+ -5 m- complaints and dctions. These * 
Id l i e  to belieqe, could, for example. take the 
the workplace is where a sig- form of a human rights com- 
nificant portion of employees' plaint or a civifclaim of con- 
lives play out. It is not a ster- structive dismissal. 
ile laboratory outside which There are circumstances. 
our real lives are suspended however. when an employer 
for eight hours each day. can lawfully impose restric- 
So. why would anyone tions on office romance. It 
be surprised that. in such a would. for instance. be perfect- 
close and interactive environ- ly acceptable for an employer 
ment. personal relationships to take disciplinary action" 
will form. flourish, and dis- when the activities of present 
inte-gate? I believe that what ' or former couples cross over 
most employers are trying to into misconduct. 
prevent is the negative (and This may be especially 
inevitable?) fallout of such noticeable in the event of a 
relationships. This is perhaps breakdown in the relation- 
a laSdable goal but likely one ship,,(when residual hostilities 
which will prove futile. tend to manifest themselves in 
Xn employer seeking to pre- ways which are destructive to 
vent personal relationships be- workplace harmony). 
h'een employees will usually most obvious. and im- 
act C O * I K ~ ~ ~  to the employer's 
interests, is of areatest concern. 
And, the inevitable result. 
Gongs t  the other employees., 
of a supentisor-subordinate re- 
lationship will be jealousy and 
allegations of favouritism. 
Supervisor-subordinate re- 
lationships are, both politically 
and legally. a disaster waiting 
to happen. So what is the em- 
ployer to do when such a situ- 
ation blossoms? 
Acting preventively the em- 
ployer can (and should) estab- 
lish a policy, guidelines. and 
training on appropriate work- 
place conduct. This should be 
a core component of the em- 
ployer's ongoing management 
training regimen and take in 
three primary elements. 
First. the boundaries of 
appropriate workplace con- 
duct should be defined in a 
policy. It is important that the 
policy provide examples of 
appropriate and inappropriate 
forms of conduct. Supervisors 
should be made to understand 
that they (not the subordinate) 
are ultimately responsible for 
ensuring their conduct does 
not cross into inappropriate 
conduct. Reco,&ingr the ear- 
ly signs of suchL,a situation will, ' 
equip employees to take eva- 
sive measures. 
Third. supervisors and sub- 
ordinates must be made to un- 
derstand that the most impor- 
tant aspect from the employer's 
perspective is early disclosure 
of potentially inappropriate 
. situations.-.Disclosure will al; 
~ ~ ~ - t h e  employer to  assess the 
situation M o r e  the 'hamagi 
has occurred and to implement 
mutually acceptable measures 
to resolve concerns of i n a p  
propriateness. 
Establishing conduct guide- 
lines and taking early steps to 
deal with inappropriate situa- 
tions is the best approach. For 
employers. the key is in know- 
ing the limits of yowability to 
intervene in your employees' 
personal activities. 
Roben Smithson is a.part- 
iter at Piislior Mitchell LLP in 
Kelowna practicing exclusive- 
ly in the area of labortr and 
eniployrnent l m .  This subject 
matter is provided for general 
iigonnotioiial purposes only 
arid is riot intended to be relied 
iipori os legal advice. 
- . .I _..- _ * -  . r i r > t r  r . . .  ..!- 
This judge focusses on victims. 
IF YOU ivere the judge. ivhat to make them pay for the of- in a drug case was ordered to 
sentence lvould you impose on fence in a way that's meanin& spend 200 hours at the library 
someone ivho snatched a purse ful." He admits his sentencing reading to her children or lis- 
from a senior? ideas come from raising five tening fo them read to her. 
kids. A man ivho stole mail from Recently two Terrace se- 
niors walking in broad daylight Lewis Katz. criminal law mailboses was ordered to 
had their purses snatched. Two professor at Case Western Re- stand in front of the post office 
other seniors were scammed sene University in Cleveland. ~veluing a sign, "I stole mdl. 
when a young woman knocked Ohio says. "The sentence must This is my punishment." 
on their door and begged for be related to the offence and A babysitter whl> beat a 3- 
money to treat a sick child. not deprive the individual of year-old with ;1 belt was or- 
dered to ni;die ;I scmpbook of Seniors should feel free to liberty." 
ignore knocks on their door Those who oppose alterna- newspaper tu-ticks 011 child 
unless they know the visitor as tive sentences say they can be abuse. She W;~S to cllt out an 
a friend. Look out the window 
first. If you don't know - or 
trust - the visitor. pretend you CLAUBETTE SAi'lDECKI 
can't hear the knock. 
\k%en these people who nals what greenhouses are to 
preyed on seniors are arrested. plants." 
charged. and convicted. the Few judges use creative 
c o w  needs to mete O u t  x n -  sentencing. "TO improvise an 
tences s,=-ious enough 10 deter dtemative Sentence that exacts 
others. a price for the crime. educates 
Based on j&e ~-imp_v sen- the offender and deters others. 
tences most codhq dish OUL takes a bit of thinking." Says 
\ve need to suggeg Some alter- Judge Michael A. Cicconerti 
Sentences h a t  keep first time known for his creative sen- 
OEenders out of jail where t2nCZS. "It's easier 10 sit On the 
they master criminal behaviour bench and mete Out a jail sen- 
taught by seasoned inmates. tence. Alternative sentences 
a sort of status cannot be found in the book 
symbol. In the lvords of Har- in the law." 
ry \fittington. the ian.ryer/ "Criminals are me kids,'' 
wnator Dick Chefley mistook Cicconetti says. '"YOU have to 
for a quail. "j& to crimi- get their attention . You have 
native XnteRCeS to h e  c o r n .  of Plaincsville. Ohio.  ell 
~d can 
too arbitrary. detracting from 
a standard punishment. They 
also depend too heavily on 
embarrassing and shaming the 
perpetrator. 
Well. whoopdedo! What 
parent wouldn't prefer to have 
rheir child embarrassed mther 
than confined to jail? 
These alternative sentences 
fit Professor Katz's criteria: 
.A young man who made a 
false 91 1 call \\-as ordered to 
visit all nine firehalls in Judge 
Cicconetti-s jurisdiction. ring 
a bell outside each firehall. and 
publicly apoloG@ze each time 
for occup_ving firefighters in a 
goose chase when they might 
have k e n  legitimately needed 
elsewhere. He also spent 30 
days in jail. 
A young mother convicted 
article every diy there was an 
abuse case in the newspaper. 
and read the scrapbook to the 
judge before sentencing. 
And a young woman (im- 
paired by drugs) who killed a 
9-year-old driving over him' 
as he left a schoolbus must 
spend the. anniversary of the 
boy's death in jail for ten 
years. 
If I were the judge. each 
convicted lawbreaker would 
"picket" on the sidewalk in 
front of Twin River Estates 
daily - except Fridays when 
they would picket the court- 
house as juveniles stream 
in wearing a sign bading '*I 
stole money from a senior" 
until they served the number 
of hours equal to the senior's 
age. 
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Liberals just l,ove private sc‘hool~ 
Dear Sir: once inflation, currently running at more ings to their cli- 
TO at least pome readers it must seem than this per year, is considered. ents, they should 
a sign of paranoia when teachers claim By contrast, private schools have been have no need of 
that the provincial government is deliber- allocated an increase of 10.38 per cent, the government 
ately uhderfunding education in order to this from thx dollars from many general funding the Lib- 
promote an ideological agenda of priva- taxpayers whose children will never see erals feel is their 
tization. The pinor improvements that have the inside of a private school. due. 
Nonetheless, it is difficult to argue Examine closely the published ads Orconversely, 
with facts. the private schools use to promote them- if low class size 
Despite an acrimonious strike in the workers’ salaries. selves. is a desirable fea- 
fall over underfunding, and subsequent Without exception, they offer class ture of education 
government promises that serious griev- sizes of “sixteen,” or use phrases such as generally (and 
ances at issue (such as class size, class “low class size.” If private schools can research-makes 
composition, etc.) would be addressed, afford to pirovide such class size offer- it clear that it is, 
there has been little or no progress at the 
celebrated “round table,” and education 
has been barely mentioned in the Speech 
from the Throne, which outlines govern- 
ment priorities for the coming legislative 
session. 
emerged since the strike were fully fund- 
ed by foregone teachers’ and support 
The Speech from the Throne allocates 
a 2.35 per cent increase in educational 
spending over three years, a paltry sum 
that is in reality a decrease in funding 
AI Lehmann 
Stop hitchhiking 
i u 
the face. presumably by a neighbor. My sympathy 
stayed right with them for most of the article, until : 
tlic last few skntences when they lost my good will. , 
“1 hope (the RCMP) are enjoying their donuts ...” is 
how they chose to end this otherwise well-written 
article. 
I am the wife of an RCMP member, and I take ’ 
exception to this conmien!. A trail of blood leading e 
to il property is not enough proof to convict some- , 
one of a crime. There are also safeguards in laws 
and bylaws, which at times make even strong cases 
- - 
Dear Sir: 
Watching the TV news makes me very con- 
cerned about the various Highway of Tears reports.- 
Another body found and not one mention that wom- 
en should not be hitchhiking. 
As a<local truck driver you would be amazed at 
how :many women ,are out there at all hours, with 
thehi thumbs out. 
G o  days after Tamara had went missing I saw 
thr&/women in three diferent spots out there hit- 
chiking. What is the matter with these women that 
they!are putting their lives at risk? Where do you re- 
ally need to go at 1, 2, 4 a.m. in the morning or at 
anytime for that matter? 
Whatever is happening in your life that is mak- 
ing you hitchhike, you need to realize that standing 
on the side of a highway is only going to make it 
worse. order for women to stand strong against 
violence, they need to actually stand strong. Don’t 
be out there being a victim. 
Terri Soucie 
Terrace, B.C. 
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Vesta the storyteller 
Dear Sir: 
I first met Vesta Douglas 52 years ago and rec- 
ognized immediately she was a ‘kid magnet”. When 
one met Mrs. Douglas in the corridors of the com- 
munity it seemed that banners flew and bells pealed 
forth y e  an aura around her. Young people were 
her enthusiasm. 
But it was 25 years ago that I learned an amusing 
story about she and her husband ... I did a “life and 
times” story on her for the Herald when she recount- 
ed their honeymoon in the backwoods OftBorneo 
where they sojourned in a bamboo hut tied together 
with string in such a way as to allow ample light to 
shine through the cracks between the poles. 
N6t only were they really roughing it but the 
roof leaked very badly, too, especially above the 
hammock where they slept. She instructed me not 
to include it in the story, as it would embarrass Mr. 
Douglas who was sitting right there as we spoke. 
Mr. Douglas, it seems, had always wanted to visit 
BO.m$o and took the opportunity by taking h is  bride 
tij’hiS-&&?&%ination. Mr.’Douglas had a very ro- 
d&tiCna&! ,‘ 
Aid Mrs. Douglas liked to tell a good story, even 
’ it it wasn’t meant for publication. She then had him 
recite a very long poem from memory about Tubal- 
Cain, which told of the formation of civilization ac- 
cording to the romantic lore of the Freemasons. 
Brian Gregg 
Terrace, B.C. 
UNIQUE geographic factors, such as a greater dependence on buses, is accounted for in 
the Ministry of Education’s funding formula for school districts, says education minister 
Shirley Bond in response to local criticism. FILE PHOTO 
despite the glib propaganda spouted by 
right wing “think tanks” such as the Fra- 
ser Institute), then perhaps government - 
money would be better spent alleviating 
the very real problems faced by school 
boards across the province. 
Instead, \however, the Liberal govern- 
ment seems to think it is’limportant to 
shore up the private sector, at least some- , 
what at the expense of public education. * 
Sometimes ’ paranoids have real en- 
emies. 
AI Lehmann, 
Terrace,B.C . 
Can’t bear the spelling 
Dear Sir: 
Enjoyed your recent editorial, “This Bear Don’t 
Dance”. It. is remarkable that someone has now 
decided to,correct some of the injustices that have 
plagued our white bear. 
You took the ini- 
tiative to try and cor- 
rect, for the masses 
’ of B.C., the correct’ 
, spelling of the bears 
proper name. 
You spelled it 
wrong. According 
to McTaggaxt Cow- 
an, Dean of gradu- 
ate studies, UBC, in 
the book Mammals 
of British Columbia, 
, the correct spelling 
is Kermodei; not 
Kermodie. It is, ap- 
parently, Latin, the 
language of science. 
You then contin- L~~ Watmsugh 
ue the editorial us- 
ing the wrong spell- 
ing, Kermode, the entire length of the piece. I must 
remind all who use the Kermode spelling that that is 
the man’s name, Francis Kermode. The bears name, 
in science, is Kermodei. 
Vesta would be in tears. 
~ e s  Watmougk ’ 
Terrace, B.C. 
Ksan applauds city 
School dollars reflect 
rural distri.cts’ needs 
DearSir: = 
I’d like to set the record straight regarding 
education funding in the Coast Mountains school 
district (“Four-day week kept intact by school 
board,” March 15). 
Coast Mountains trustee Lome Gowen is 
quoted saying education is underfunded and 
that government does not recognize the different 
needs of districts. v 
In fact, the Ministry of Education will be pro- 
viding the district with an estimated $8,528 per 
pupil in operating funding next school year, an 
increase of $172 per student over 2005/06. Next 
year, the Coast Mountains school district will 
have an estimated $1.6 million more in operat- 
ing funding than it  did in 2004/05. even though 
enrolment has been rapidly declining. 
Provincewide, since 2000/01 the per pupil 
grant for B.C. schools has increased by $991. 
During the same period, enrolment has declined 
by 30,000 students and it is expected to continue 
to decline by another 30,000 students over the 
next five years. Operating funding for school 
districts next year will increase to $4.055 billion 
- the highest ever. 
Our government recognizes that northern and 
rural communities have unique needs 1 this is 
reflected in the funding formula for B.C. school 
The simplified formula accounts for unique 
geographic factors like low enrolment, rural 
and remote factors, small communities, climate 
.I 
districts. \I 
and sparseness. 
The ministry’s 
technical review 
committee annu- 
ally reviews the 
funding formula 
and makes rec- 
ommendations. 
The committee 
is comprised of 
a mix of super- 
intendents and 
secretary trea- 
surers from both 
rural and urban 
districts. 
It’s impor- 
tant to note that 
asked for and 
received the flex- 
ibility and authority to make decisions based on 
the unique needs of their communities. 
If students are doing as well or better as a 
result of the creative changes school boards are 
implementing in their districts, I commend them. 
At the end of the day, our number one goal 
for education is achievement - and how parents 
and educators can help improve student achieve- 
ment. 
Shirley Bond, 
Minister of Education 
school boards Shirley Bond 
0 
Dear Sir: 
A few weeks ago I received a phone call from a 
researcher; they were doing some research, she said, 
and could she have some time to speak with me. 
I’m quite familiar with calls from researchers - 
office equipment, long distance providers and other 
telemarketers of the world call often and I have a 
set manner of dealing with them. One of my first 
questions is always - on whose behalf are you call- 
ing please and why are you calling? The answer I 
received on this call was surprising, very surprising 
even. 
The City of Terrace. The’City of Terrace? What 
are they researching I asked - seniors issues was the 
response. I probably sounded like an echo - the City 
of Terrace, about seniors issues? Yes, she said, the ~ very pleased with the session as well. 
City has asked us (us being the research department 
at UNBC) to do some research on issues related to 
local seniors; we’re here for two weeks speaking 
to individuals as well as hoping to do some focus 
groups. After I got over my shock we set a time 
to get together. The researchers had definitely done 
their homework in designing the tool they used for 
gathering information - she asked some solid ques- 
tions on a wide variety of subjects. From health, 
mobility, accommodation to transportation and so- 
cial issues - she covered them all. She was asking 
me in my official capacity but asked my personal 
conlments as well. I was very impressed with the 
researcher, the research department and most of all, 
with the City of Terrace. 
She spent about an hour with me and then made 
arrangements to have a focus group at the Emergen- 
cy Shelter. Staff and clients there, afterwards, were 
In the social service field we know the only way 
things, anything related to the “people business”, are 
going to change is through pro-action. The problem 
we face daily is we are so busy handling the day-to- 
day issues that come across our desks (putting on 
the ‘band-aids’) we seldom, if ever, have time to do 
I 
0 
difficult to prosecute. RCMP members are out there 
every day, trying to make Terrace a safer place, and 
they certainly don’t need slams from the pub\ic over 
things likely not in their control. 
Regarding the coffee issue - is it not lawful to 
provide workers a coffee and/or meal break during 
their shift? Do other people not like Tim Hortons 
coffee, and choose to go there? That the RCMP wear 
uniforms makes them highly visible, and so they are 
noticed as “always being there.” I know a geat  many 
days, officers don’t take lunch or coffee, btkause of 
a heavy load of cases. They are at best taking a break 
like most every other worker does. And at worst, not 
getting one at all. It is my understanding one of the 
reasons they often choose the, Tim- Hortons on the 
douthside is that the wide, o b n  parking lot enables 
them to safely leave in a hurry if they need to. 
threats ’frqm the clientele they deal with, and don’t 
I need to read dispar@tng comments&e those made 
by the Morbergs, when they open 
I’ 
The RCMP get enough abuse, name-calling and , 
T -  
’ I’ State has no business ~ 
in the nation’s kitchen 
Dear Sir: 
Are you aware the B.C. Government has passed 
legislation stating that farm animals cannot be 
slaughtered and sold directly to the consumers with- 
out being provincially inspected? 
We have no inspection facilities available to 
us. You as a consumer, will have to buy your beef, 
I Many of you realize the need for farm fresh meat. 
Many of you also know of the feeding o 
~ 
I 
I chicken, lamb, pork or turkey from a grocery store. 
,i j 
i Manj,’bf ’jlo,i h o w  h&, :$iiii,’& tare’&&+j 
I . slaughter. houses. , ;. ?: 2 , : . . , .‘.I, ’ , 
hormones, antibiotics, and other products which are 
very unhealthy to humans. ’ 
It has been your choice to eat the healthiest meat 
you can find. In less than six months, September lst, 
2006. You will no longer have a choice of where you 
buy your meat. 
You will no longer be able to buy from your local 
farmer or Farmers Market. 
The provincial government believes they know 
better than you when choosing healthy food. 
If this at allrconcerns you, please write to your 
MLA and to ,Pat Bell, (Minister of Agriculturk), 
stressing the importance of rescinding this Iegisla- 
tion. It’s not what we want. 
GrahramLarson, 
0 
t 
I 
j 
i 
1 
’ 
c Kispiox, B.C. 
>, , 
Atomic hypocrites I 
Dear Sir: 
Canadians and’ other peopies of the world are 
being conditioned to believe that Iran developing 
atomic energy is beconiing a great threat. 
While this over publicized nonsense is being 
forced on us the real culprits with the atomic weap-. 
ons threatening the world are allowed to proceed 
unchallenged. 
The USA. and others with atomic arsenals , >’ 
should be ordered or demanded to dispose of already 
existing weapons. 
If Israel, the U.S., Pakistan and India all have 
atomic weapons, why not Iran? No,country needs 
atomic weapons. All should be destroyed. 
The world should not fear Iran’s nuclear program 
but the world should fear the,U.S.A, and its feeble 
leaderkhip of commander and chief “Bush”, the only 
power to have used mass destruction on civilian peo- 
ple - consult the Japanese for proof of this. 
D.L.Bulleid, 
Terrace, B.C. 
I 
, 
, 
. 
Local carrier 
to Vancouver for medical treatments. The following 
fares were for the two of us. 
For $913, Air Canada provided’us with one ,/ 
grumpy steward and a beverage (chocolate bars 
were $1 extra.) 
This booking was made over the phone so we did 
not receive an itinerary and the clerk asked me when 
we were returning. I explained that it depended upon 
what the doctors found so the clerk said, “Let’s leave 
it open and just call us when you are ready to re-. 
A open return ticket is just what we wanted but 
when we were ready to come home, Air Canada told 
us that the fare was a one way fare. ‘I felt very de- 
Consequently, we returned with Hawkair for 
$501. They provided us with a cheerful, friendly 
stewardess, wider seats, a beverage, veggies, dip, 
cheese, a bun, candies, mints and wheelchair assis- 
tance. Thank you Hawkair for your excellent service 
and at a reasonable fare. 
the proactive stuff. Proaction is the subject of our 
dreams, always wishing we had the time but never 
quite finding it. Proactivity is forward thinking - to 
make plans to get us to the po+t we don’t need the 
‘band-aids’ any longer. The day we get to be proac- 
tive is the day we applaud ourselves - it’s a great 
day. turn.” Great! I 
Way to go City of Terrace, it’s a great day in- I 
deed! 
Carol Sabo, Executive Director, 
Terrace, B.C. 
I 
,I 
t 
3 
shirley~dahicky, ’ t 
Ksan House Society, ceived. 
I Police desewe 
I Dear Sir: 
Shelley and Tanner Morberg, in which they told of 
the unfortunate occurence of their cat being shot in 
I am writing in response to a letter submitted by $ 
Temce, B.C. 
- -p. 
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1 Don't use ,thel,money 
for just one group 
-- _Dear sir: cations regardless of race. religion. sex and 
Let me sajTthis first. I am not a racist. but ethnic gackground. If you want to learn how 
, I do not agree with special unequal treat- to'exercise resources and decision making. 
I don't care about the colour of your skin. What I don't understand is why First Na- 
yo& religion, your ethnic bixkground or if tions pepple get special attention? I keep, 
you are mde or female: hearing "equal treatment" but in my mind. 
You are not native. you are a human. and I am sure in the minds of plenty oth- 
You are not black. you are human. and you ers. equal treatment would involve going fo 
p c i a r e  not white, you are human. No group of school. getting a job, and making a living 
, people, or singular person deserves more just the same as eveq other person. 
than the nest person:' We all have to live onrthis earth. we all 
I completely disagree whh giving "S100 'have to live in this country. why is i t  so 
million to native peoples to better enable ' important whose lanod is whose? I'm sure 
them to take part in l h d  and resource use we could find a better use for SI00 million 
decision making" as outline in a March 1 dollars, that would better serve everyone of 
story in The Terrace Standard. all races in R.C.:rather than just a group of 
j You know, we<have public schools and people. 
( post secondaiy institutions that accept appli- Jen Paquette, Edmonton AB 
wnt .  , 0 utilize education likr everybody else. ' 
, 
1 
' 
day you will reap 
t you have so 
Der;;: S U  
My child plays hockey in Terrace. He is 
one of the Bantam Rep Hockey players. 
An incident happened Feb. 25,2006. My 
child was playing against Prince George 
Bantam Rep hockey players. 
Tbe second period was over and my child 
called me and told me what happened. One 
of the players told him this, "Nigger, go back 
to y o y  country." cultural celebrations. 
I was shocked. I told my child. "Don't do 
anything; I will deal with it" 
I went and talked to one of coacidparents 
about the incident from Prince George. 
I informed the referees, just in case 
something might happen. My child told his 
coaches, too. 
Before the thiid period was over I under- 
stood that the child would come to apologize 
to my child. It did happen. 
But I wonder what kind of life he has.' 
Does he h o w  tha! he was a racist, hurting 
my feelings and my child's feeling? 
1 love this country and people: as a multi- 
cultural country. 
That week was also the week for multi- 
If that is his way of playing,- uttering 
racist remarks or calling people names and 
swearing - my advice to him is to stop play- 
ing any sports activities. 
One of these days You will get what you 
deserve., 
Vilma Kenyon, Terrace, B.C. 
ci 
i' 
The Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
wishes toadvise its 
customers that a flushing procedure 
will,q be carried out 
This procedure is  necessary to remove any 
sediment that may be present in the water mains 
and to ensure the best possible water quality 
i s  maintained. During this procedure water 
pressures may fluctuate and water may appear 
coloured or cloudy. You are advised to run your 
water until i t  clears. Your ongoing cooperation 
and understanding are appreciated. , 
Thornhill Water System 
April 10 - April 28,2006 . 
Regional District of 
Wmut-Stilrino 
Collectable Figurines 0 Toss Cushions Kids Clothing *Patio Pots 
Check out our 
CLEARANCE TABLE§ __-- ~ 
DISCONTINUED STOCK ADDED DAILY 
/, 
. . ... . , . .  
PHONE: 250-63S.8278 CELL 25d-616.3446 
, dvsfintoidginbox.com 
8 ,  Have your children checked - 90% of 
, '' foot problems iffwnd,earfy at ages 
8 - 14 yrs, can be cmpleteiy mectd. 
FREE FOOT CARE CUNlC '' 
/ 7' 
2006 Tundra 4x4 Dcab V - 8 ,  
~ c i  -S&C;urity Deposit' 
-I_-..-.- 
The car-buying process is no longer intimidating or frustrating. Access is all about a relaxed 
environment and pleasant purchase experience. The Toyota Dealers listed below will provide the 
service and support that makes sure you come back, whether you buy a car or not. 
. Access @TOYOTA 
a nicer w a y  PO buy a car. 
e i j  
TERRACE 
4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC (250) 635-6558 
- - - - - - - - , . .-. -. : - . . 
. .  - . .  . . _  
, 
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A DONATED old home proved ideal for practice March 18 as Terrace firefighters 
burned it to the ground. GERRY HANNON PHOTO 
' r  
Firefighters get practice 
T i  
TERRACE FIREFIGHTERS burned an old 
house down for practice earlier this month. 
- The training session, that took place at 
31 12 Hampton St. March 18, gave volunteer 
firefighters an opportunity to experience the 
conditions they would face in a real blaze, 
says fire chief Peter Weeber. 
Fifteen firefighters took Part in the'ses- 
ings, says Weeber. 
The fire department lit the house six times 
during the four hour session to practise dif- 
ferent scenarios that simulate la residential 
blaze. 
Firefighters experienced heat and smoke 
I and learned how to find the fire and extin- 
guish it properly, says Weeber. 
When they were finished, they burned the 
house right down to ashes. 
Terrace doesn't experience many fires ' 
and buildings aren't available very often for 
this type of burn, making these h.aining ses- 
sions very valuable, he says. 
sion. 
"It was a really good training experience 
for the guys and gal," h e  says. 
"Everybody got a chance to go in and ' 
observe how fire behaves in a structure and 
it definitely was a lot of fun for the volun- 
A^^_^ $ 9  
( 1  
LCCIS. 
*Price p e r  person. Based on sharing double room. Valid until April,30, 2006. Available Midweek, from Sunday to Thursday.' I After the practice session, the firefighters discussed the session and what worked and Peterbilt Pacific, who Weeber says owned the building, donated it for th& training ses- - 
sion ratherthan tear it down. , '  what didn't. 
The secluded house was just right, posing 
no danger of sparks igniting any other build- 
* "We're always working on just working 
better as a team," Weeber says. 
, 
D G5 PURSUIT. MORE STANDARD 
HORSEPOWER THAN CIVIC OR COROLLA. 
-, ... . ., ... . .,. _.. L  
,.+ ". 
) .  
I .  0 
n 
FEEL ENERGIZED Available in coupe or Sedan. 
/ 2w6 65 PURSUIT 2w6 CIVIC OX 2006 COROUA CE 145-HP 2.21 ECOTEC ENGINE 
5-Speed Getrag Menuel 
* 5-yr/100,000km Powertrain Warranty 
CD Stereo 
Theft Deterrent System 
lilt Steering I 
Driver Seat Height Adjuster 
60/40 Split Flip & Fold Rear Saet Variable intermittent wipers standard na ne 
Power trunk release standard na na 
Air conditioning optional ne optional 
Transmission 
with SO Deductible' 
Spoiler More Convenience Driver information centre standard na na 
\' 
FEATURES BASE SEOAN SEOAN SEOAN 
Horsepower 145 140 126 
Torque (lb.-ft.) 155 128 122 
More Psdormance Electric power steering standard na ne 
Spoiler standard na na 
Traction assist optional na 
Automatic headlight control standard na na 
385(13.61 ___ More Capability Cargo capacity L (cu.RI 397 (14.0) 340 (12.0) ---- 
***** Highes t  Government  Safety  Rating. 2006 Pon t iac  Torrent  rece ived  a 
5-s tar  ra t i ng  for t h e  d r i ve r  and  f r o n t  passenger  in t h e  f ron ta l  c r a s h  t e s t  and  
a 5-star ra t i ng  in f r o n t  and  r e a r  sea t  occupan ts  in t h e  s ide - impac t  c rash  test.". 
Torrent FWD 
5-Speed Automatic Transmission 
., 16' Aluminum Wheels 
4-Wheel Sport-Tuned * l i l t  Steering 
Multi-Flex Sliding and Reclining Rear Seat 
Power Windows, Locks and Mir rors  
Air Conditioning 
6 Speaker CD Stereo 
185-HP 3.4L V6 ENGINE 
Independent Suspension 
( '  
EXCITEMENT FOR 
THE WORLD YOU DRIVE IN. 
I 
! 1 
I '  
! 
i 
I 
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Local Legion stalwart 
succumbs to cancer 
THE MAN who figured Brian, would twice go on to 
prominently each be the branch president. 
Remembrance Day here Kirkaldy also worked at 
passed away March 23. Williams Moving for close 
Lawrence Douglas to 20 years, retiring in the 
Kirkaldy, known to most as late 1990s. There, current 
“Bud,” and for years the pa- manager Shawn Kluss says 
rade marshal1 for Branch 13 he will be deeply missed. 
of the Royal C-anadian Le- “He was a strong man 
gion on Nov. 11, was 74. with a strong heart,” Kluss 
His daughter, Carole said, adding Kirkaldy was 
Kirkaldy of Fort. St. James, an ideal mover and lifter. 
says he went the way he Nicknamed “Shakey” by 
wanted to go. his co-workers for his habit 
“During the last six of shaking, Kluss says fe- 
months, family was number male clients used to follow 
one for him,” she said. him around when he was 
He passed away with carrying their china sets but 
members of his family by Kirkaldy never did drop any 
his side. of them. 
Diagnosed with terminal Pat Kirkaldy says she’ll 
liver cancer in May 2005, miss “everything” about her 
Kirkaldy was told he had husband, who she met in 
between two weeks and four New Westtiiinstcr where she 
months to live. was a nurse and he was a na- 
Val officer. 
“He was some kind 
of character,” said Pat 
Kirkaldp. 
Kirkaldy served as a war- 
rant officer on a number of 
ships, including the Ontario, 
the Columbia, the St, Crois 
and the Fourtirrre; however, 
it was while serving on the 
Athabaskan that Kirkaldy 
made two trips to Korea. He 
also spent time in England. 
Nicknamed “Bud” from 
birth when his sister start- 
ing calling him “Buddy,” 
Kirkaldy is survived by his 
wife and six children - Bri- 
an, Rohert, Heather, Carole, 
David and Gail. 
A public memorial scr- 
vice for Kirkaldy will be 
held Saturday, April 1 at 
1:30 p.m. at the Thornhill 
Corn mu ni ty Cliurc h. 
BUD KIRKALDY was for years the parade’marshall 
each Remembrance Day in Terrace. ,, FILE PHOTO 
I *-Clothing I 
I and Armour in stock I 7 Davs A Week 635-5225 Lazelle Mini Mall 
says his wife of 47 years. 
“He loved gardening, 
sports and travelling,” Pat 
Kirkaldy said, adding her 
THE (HRYSLER GROUP IS ON A ROL lo.. SALE ENDS MARCH 31*? 
boat Days parade. 
Cmde Peter Crompton of 
the Branch 13 says he will 
remember Kirkaldy for his 
tireless float work. 
“Him and I, we worked 
together closely on the pa- 
.I 
Eldest son Brian 
> I husband won many medals in track and field at the B.C. Seniors’ Games. 
He was also fond of 
building floats for the River- 
- I 3.31 180 hp V6 ensine 2006 
1 -  
- 
Kirkaldy remembers living 
at the “Kirkaldy homestead” 
where Trigois is now with 
his grandparents and his 
dad. 
Later in life, his father 
proved to be a dependable 
, curling teammate and avid 
karaoke singer. 
“We were more than just 
father and son, we were 
good friends,” he said. 
Kirkaldy had two other 
“families” in Terrace. 
He served in the Cdadi- 
an Navy from 1949 to 1974 
and was a fixture at the Le- 
gion since his return. 
He worked for two years 
as a bartender and went on to 
be on the branch executive 
three times. His eldest son, 
EASE APR 2.3% 
i for an additional $4 8’ 9 SECURITY DEPosiT Or lease a Grand Caravan 
Items 
stolen 
A ROBBER stole several 
items from a car parked 
outside a local hotel while 
, Air Keyless conditioning entry Purchase price PLUS 
Roof P wer Racks windows PLUS 8 locks MORE $20,777*5;;0~ 0%
Fuel consumption: 
City: 12.*2t/lOO km (23 mpg)’ 
Hwy: 8.2VlOO km (34 mpg)’ 
t PER MONTH FOR 
48 MONTHS WITH ’2,500 
DOWN PAYMEHI OR - 
, a  I .. 
1. - * - EQUIVALENT TRADE. W E  APR 6.3‘ 
’ ‘9 SECURITY DEPOSITd 
* . + -  *‘**.** 
NHTSA 5 Star’ Front impact 
PURCHASE 
FINANCING- 
FOR 36 
MONTHS 
The Dodge Grand Caravan offers the bEla 
convenience thot‘s redefining the category. it also carries a price that is an innovation in thrift. 
1 and Storcrge system, an innovation in ’ 
The only minivan with available two rows of seats that fold flat into the floor 
Quad seats Keyless entry Anti-lock braking system 0 Roof rack 6 inch Extended wheelbase with 23.3 tu. h. 
additional cargo capacity fuel consumption: City: 12.9VlOO km (22 mpg)’ Hwy: 8.SVlOO km (33 mpg)’ * -k * * -k NHTSA 5 Star’ Front & side impact maw 
+ 
CARAVAN 
EDITIONS FEATURE : One-touch down power driver window 
0 Pwer’rsor quarter vents Door trim with map potket 
Body tdoured fascio and handles Deluxe inrulotion Dodge @ Caravan 
Canada’s Best Sel l ing M i n i v a n  
the driver was inside March 
e1 L1. 
The Prince Rupert motor- 
ist locked and alarmed her 
car, then took her luggage to 
her room around 10:30 a.m., 
yo PURCHASE FINANCING” FOR 36 MONTHS 
ON MOST ZOO6 CHRYSLER, JEEP AND DODGE VEHICLES PLUS get 0 
say police. 
She returned to discover 
that someone had pried open 
the car’s convertible top 
i and stolen documentation 
l and CDs from inside the ve- 
! hicle. ‘ 
l Anyone with informa- I 
tion can call the RCMP or 
I 
. I  
I 
crimes toppers, 63 5 -8477. WBSIT  Y O U R  C M R Y S L E R .  JE€P,, DODGE D E A L E R  
Wire customers read the fine prink 00, *,t, Limited time offers apply to retail deliveries only. Excludes license, insurance, registration, $50 PPSA, any dealer administration fees and applicable taxes. Dealer orderhade may be necessary. Financing and 
leasing are subject to approval by Chrysler Financial. See dealer for specific pricing details and conditions. Dealers are free to set individual prices. 0% purchase financing for 36 month terms on all 2006 Caravan models (excluding Grand Caravan). 
Example: $21,600 financed @ 0% for 36 months, monthly payment is $600, cost of borrowing is $0 and the total obligation is $21,600.0% Purchase financing for 36 months applies to PT Cmiser, Town and Country, Crossfire, Dakota, Durango and 
TJ mdels. Purchase price applies only IO the 2006 Caravan (28s + GXW, MWG), and excludes freight ($1,200). t Total lease obligation / lease APR for the following vehicles is: 2006 Caravan (28s + GXW, MWG): $16,756 / 6.3%, 2006 Grand 
Caravan (28s + CYC, MWG, GXW): $19,060 / 2.3% for 48 months. Down payment, first month’s payment, any dealer administration fees and $50 PPSA are due at lease inception. Kilometers limited to 
81,600; charge of $0.15/km for excess kilometers. Leases Include freight ($1,200). O Based on U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) scoring system for 2006 model year DGdge Caravan. 
5-star ra!ings as follows: Caravan: front driver, front passenger and rear seat side. * Based on 2005 Fuel Consumption Guide ratings published by Natural Resources Canada.Your actual fuel consumption may vary. 
i i  
I 
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Doctors to vote 
on fee hike deal) 
Mill vehicle damaged 
“It should pass and I hope it will,” said 
Appleton of the proposed four-year pact. 
He’s particularly happy that doctors will 
now be involved in deciding how some of 
the money will be spent. 
“Really, nobody had an appetite for any 
more disputes,” said Appleton in referring to 
A TERRACE doctor hopes his fellow . 
physicians ratify a new contract with the 
provinciai government giving them fee 
( increases and money for technological 
improvement’s. 
The key for northern and rural physicians 
is that the proposed deal also preserves pay 
and other inducements for practising in rural 
and remote areas, says Dr. Geoff Appleton, 
who sits on the board of the B.C. Medical gotiating fees and other payments. 
Association. This proposed deal also provides money 
“From the rucaljperspective there’s not a for physicians to improve their medical re- 
lht of change except that the program will cord keeping and other electronic filing sys- 
continue and there will be no cap,” said’Ap-, tems. 
pleton. They’ll get 70 per cent of the cost and 
Hitting the cap of money allocated to the moncy comes out of the special fund thc 
the program would have meant physicians province set aside for signing bonuses that 
would have to start paying fees back. must be used by the eiid of March. 
2 “People wouldn’t have liked that to hap- “So this is really money that ,won’) flow 
pen, the idea that the more successful you to the docs. I t ’ l l  be used to update and up- 
are, you get dinged for that,” said Appleton. grade ,,our systems to increase efficiencies ,) 
Overall, the proposed four-year deal pro: mci reduce mistakes,” said Appleton. 
vides for fee increases of 10.4 per cent and For northern doctors, the technological 
there’s a provision for a two-year extension. improvenicnt money will be welcome as it 
There’s also more money for doctors comes at a time when the Northern Health 
, offering full “cradle to the grave” services Authority is embarking on a massive techno- 
that’s meant to ensure there are enough phy- logical upgrade for its health care facilities, 
sicians to fill this category. he said. 
All of the general practitioners in Terrace All told the agreement will see Medical 
qualify, said Appleton. Service Plan fee payments rise to $4 billion 
New physicians who decide upon family a year, up from the current $2.8 billion a 
practice are eligible for $40,000 to help pay year. 
off student loans and to defray the cost of Results of the doctor voting will be re- 
setting up their offices. leased in early May. 
’ 
TWO YOUNG men face drug and vandalism charges in 
relation to an incident at the Terrace Lumber Company in 
the early morning hours of March 19. 
Terrace RCMP arrived after receiving a call from a 
company employee to find a 16-year-old and 19-year-old 
believed to be the suspects in a vehicle vandalism near 
the mill’s business office around 4 a.m. 
Police say they also found six flaps, or individual dos- 
es, of cocaine, 14 ecstasy pills and a bag of marijuana. 
more than 10 years of problems between the 
provincial government and physicians in ne- 
$100 million trust to boost 
native decision making 
THE PROVINCIAL 
government expects native 
people to take a more active 
role in social and economic 
development thanks to 
$100 million it is providing 
to a new not-for-profit 
corporation. 
The money comes from 
“the government’s surplus 
and will be administered by 
a seven-member board, five 
of whom will come from na- 
tive organizations and the 
other two being appointed 
by the province. 
This board will now de- 
velop a bee-Yea Plan to to participate in social and 
determine how the money economic decision-m&ng 
development is also expect- 
ed to address the problem 
natives have in dealing with 
mining, forestry and other 
companies eyeing resources 
on their traditional temto- 
ries. 
While court decisions 
have laid out a requirement 
to “consult and accommo- 
date” with nativesowhen it 
corn& to resource develop- 
ment, First Nations govern- 
ments often don’t have the 
capacity to deal with the 
multitude and complexity of 
planned projects. 
The New Relationship 
Trust “has been established 
to provide First Nations with 
the tools, training and skills 
Tom Christensen 
drain that needs to be re- 
versed. 
Although the fund and di- 
rectors will be independent 
of the provincial govern- 
ment, they will be required 
to publish audited financial 
statements and annual re- 
ports. 
The fund and corporation 
are similiar to regional trusts 
already established by the 
province. 
That includes the North- 
ern Development Initiative 
Trust which uses the money 
the - province received from 
its BC Rail deal with CN. 
NDP aboriginal affairs 
critic Scott Fraser, an MLA-, 
from Vancouver Island, says 
his party supports the trust 
But he hoped the money 
would not be exclusively 
taken up by bands in rural 
First Nations Summit areas where land use issues 
aredomin‘wt. 
r 
in announcing its creation. plan. 
At *e Same time, the goal 
is to reduce the reliance on 
outside experts, he added- 
member Ed John, a former 
NDP cabinet minister, said “mere are 
the lead to a numbers of native people liv- 
greater recognition of native ing in urban and there 
title and rights in B.C. are issues there as well,’’ said 
step in assisting First Na- the fund will not be 
subject to freedom of infor- tions to build and strengthen their internal capacity to bet- 
“I think in this case you resources,” he said. 
He said too many edu- would Want to be as trans- 
cated native people leave parent as possible,” said Fra- 
their homes to find work ser. “It’s in everyone’s best 
elsewhere, calling it a brain ifiterest.” 
“The New Relationship F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
Trust will be an important He also questioned why 
ter manage their Ihds and mation legislation. 
SKEEN~I VRILEY FRRflERS MRKET 
will be holding their 
11 ANNUAL GENERAL MEITING 11 
Wednesday, April 12,2006 7:30 p.m. 
Carpenters Hall - 3312 Sparks St., Terrace 
Centennial 
Christian 
school 
is now accepting registrations for 
2006-2007 school year 
Kindergarten - Grade 12 
offering you and your family 
quality Christian Education 
II 
Contact Information/lnquiries 
3608 Sparks St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 2V6 
Fax: 250-635-9385 
Emai!: ccs@telus.net 
Website: w.centennialchristian.ca 
Ph: 250-635-6 1 73 
“Traiia child in the way he should go and 
when he is old he will not depart from it. I’ 
Proverbs 22x5 
@ TEXTBOOK 
I ’  AVAILABLE p - l  - - 1 
We’re tax professionals for a reason. 
No matter how complicated your 
situation, your return will be done right. 
It’s just another part of the H&R Block 
Advantage. 
Terrace (2501 635-2908 
1 06-47 1 6 Lazelle Avenue 
HBR BLOCK 
b ,  
c ,l 
\ CNG-012 
0 2006 H&R Block Canada. Inc. 
Spring and Summer at NWCC 
In Terrace.. . 
University Credit 1:-2 
Cct ahead with a concentntcd spring or siinuiier course. 111 just 6 weeks, you’ll earn 3 fully 
tnnsfenblc university crcdirs. 
Geography 221 - Social Geography 
May S - May 24 Monday through Friday lpni -‘4pni 
Psychology 215 - Research Methods and Scientific Thinking 
for the Behavioral/Social Sciences I 
May 1 - May 19 Monday through Friday 9anl-  noon 
Psychology 216 - Research Methods and Scientific Thinking 
for the Behavioral/Social Sciences 11 
May 29 -June I6 Monday through Friday 93111 - noon 
Kitlope Field School 
Anthropology 220 -Visual Anthropology 
Geography 110 - People and the Environment 
July 10 -July 28 Monday through Friday 93111 - 4pni and includes a 5 day field n ip  
What a trip! Includes a 5-day cxcursion (July 14 -July 18) into the spectacular Kitlope 
Heritage Conservancy. With Haisla Elders and Na Na Kila Watchinen to esplore first- 
hand this rich. unique, natural and cultural heritage - through the eyes of the Haisla. 
Experience life-changitlg learning and cultural adventure in the unsurpassed beauty of thc 
\voildS largest pristine tenipentc coastal rainforest. 
Trades 
Welder Fitter Program 
May 1 -July 21 Monday through Friday 8:3Oam - 3pni 
Welders! Here’s your oppomlury to learn wluable fitting and fabricating skills. 
NORTHWEST 
-llPBCOMMUNlN COLLEGE 
Take a closer look. 
In Prince Rupe rt... 
University Credit 
(;et .illcad \vi111 .I cwii.ctitr.irCrd \tiring or  \minter counc. 111 just 6 weeks. you’ll em1 3 
fiilly trrn\ti*r,iblc iintvcr\tty crctltt\. 
Criminology 213 -Women and Crime 
Journalism 101 - Introduction to Journalism 
May 9 - Junc 22 
Sociology 251 - Crime and Society 
May l&zJune 23 \Vcdticsdays and Fridays 1:OOpni - 4pni 
MI!. 8 - JtItic 2 I blotidnys atid \V~diiedayS 9:00a111 - 110011 
Tucdnys and Tliursdays 3:3Opn1 - 6:30prii 
Applied Coastal Ecology 
Short-tertii (2-5 days) courses that teach you everything about our  environment - 
from Bear Education and Introduction to Traditional Knowledge to Stream Habitat 
Assesstileiit and Dritil;in!:\~atcrTreatn~cnt. Enjoy these hands-on courses in a pefect 
balance bcn\wti field esctmiom and classrooin learning. Contact us today for a 
complete list o f h C E  courses. I 
... . ... . . . ... . .. . .. . . . . .... . ... .. . .. ... . . . ... .... . .... .. ... .. . .... . ... ................. .., ....... . .... ...... .. . .. 
Career and College Prep Intersession 
Career and College Prep courses are oEered at all N W C C  locations fioni April to 
August. Complete cntry rcquircmcnts for university, career, technical, trades, business ani 
niaiiy other post-scconihry prograna. Or, fiilfill high school b d u a t i o n  requiremeno. 
For a complete list of CCL’ courses and description visit the Web site. Contact us today 
to learn niorc. 
I 
~ . . . ,  .... . . _ ,  - . _  . _ . .  _ .  
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Injured teen 'lucky to bellalive' 
after striking I light .sta/ndard 
AN 
will be holding their 
NUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
Wednesday, March 29,2006 
at 7:OO p.m. 
Terrace Publice Library Meefing Room 
flection of Officers and 
business at hand will be discusse'd. 
New members are welcome. 
FGmore information, Call h y n e  bt 635-5232 
, 3 '  
_i ". .,.. _ -  . --- .- -... .->, --.... - .n-; .. --.- . 
./i ' -7-:-. 
;/ . .  
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anesaav. Marcn 
11 slightly 
is provided at these expenditures are for districts in the area. 
And $315,000 is being RESIDENTS are to pay approximately five cents ' cility construction in the re- the request of the Northern safety issues." 
slightly more in property gion. The hospital district fi- Health Authority, says hos- A further $140,000 is for sent to the Northern Health 
taxes this year for medical nances 40 per cent of health ii pital district administrator 'the hospital district's admin- Authority as an annual con- 
facilities and related pegged at $lOO,OOO. care facility construction. Joan Rysavy. istrative costs and per diems tribution toward its massive 
expenditures. It's going toward a hospi- A further $500,000 is to "It's our mandate, to and expenses for its direc- expenditure to improve its 
The increase from the -finarfce needed repairs and provide for some of these tors, who are chosen from medical information and 
North West Regional Hos- maintenance on existing 0 costs," ' she said. "Some of the directors of the regional 
for each $l,OOO of assessed 
value or 55 cents for a house 
tal district budget of $3.025 
million and $1.3 million of. distribution network. 
News 
[n Brief 
/ 
Police rule 
orjt teen '. 
3CMP CONTINUE 
o investigate the 
vandalism at the Pioneer 
Zemetery but a local 
a n  has been cleared of 
my wrongdoing, say the 
parents of 14-year-old 
Darren Whyte. '* 
Darlene Whyte spoke 
lowing the weekend 
when vandds defaced an 
informational sign at the 
cemetery. 
Darren's name was 
spray I painted on the 
sign, indicati had 
been there. 
"People know my son 
and realize he's not ca- 
pablc of doing something 
like this;" said Whyte, 
adding her, son was' con- 
cerned for his reputation 
within the communi 
to RCMP Much 6, fol- 
felled a tree onto power 
lines south of Terrace. 
The power outage 
B.C. Hydro official 
Dave Conway said the 
tree fall outed the lines 
between' Krumm Road 
(250) 635-4984 I 
-463-1128 DL #5548 I 
Skeena Valley Rotary The Canadian Cancer Society is a national, community based organization of volunteers whose mission is the 
eradication of cancer and the enhancement of the quality of life for people living with cancer. 
Funds generated by the Canadian Cancer Society get split roughly 50/50 between research and support. 
"Support" is the term we use to categorize the following programs: 
BC Smoker's Helpline - 1 877 455 2233 
* ETrgency Financial Aid - Short term assistance for treatment-relateditems 
Camps - For kids living with cancer. Young kids and their families are brought together to celebrate life and their experiences 
Accommodation -For patients traveling away from their loved ones for outpatient care 
* Transportation -Volunteer drivers to pick patients up and drop them off while they are undergoing treatment. 
0 Community services - Hair donation, emotional support, home care, information, etc. 
* Cancer Connection Hotline: 1 888 939 3333 - lots of services including the option of being partnered up with someone who has dealt with 
directly to programs for local residents, so your donations aid people you know! 
Visit www.bc.cancer.ca If you follow the Relay for Life Links, you can get to Terrace's own website. ' 
the same type of cancer (this is nationwide!) 
, 
i: 
' These programs benedit people in our own communities. Money raised by the Canadian Cancer Society goes 
T e r r k e C a ~  Centre Ltd.. 
"THE STORE FOR YOUR FLOOR" 
Walking fsr Cancer Awareness. I 
3202 Yunm Stmt, Terrace 635-2976 
I /- MDS Metro I 
/ I  ' RELAY FOR LIFE, 
I located in the Coast Inn of the West 4620 Lakelse Ave. Terrace 638-7977 I E b!AmmAL aw NATIONAL money raised 5.8 million 31.3 million volunteers 3,554 participants 23,454 ' luminaries 23,581 343,734 
Relay For Life is a non-competitive event where teams of 12 people walk, jog, or run to raisefunds for cancer research and support services. 
It's a unique experience, full of activities and enterfainmetit, celebrating survival and honouring loved ones who have been afecled by cancer. 
' Relay For Life is a BCsuccess story, In 1992, a gmup of volunteers in Coquitlam organized thejrst Canadian Relay For life, based on the 
American Cancer Society's Relay For Life - it included 13 teams and raised 530,000. In 2005, 10 pmvinces and 2 territories held Relay For Life 
events, and raised more than $31.3 million. Today, Relay For Ufe is the Canadian Cancer Society's signature event. 
Fun& raised at Relay For Life supporl the Canadian Cancer Society's mission to eradicate cancer and enhance the quality ojl fe ojpeople 
living with caficer: 
2,256 13,816 ' survivors 3,253 27,658 1 teams 
I =  
Walking In memory of 
Beatrlce Hylends In respect to all thou, llvlng with cancer. 
4554 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
635=%18f 
Toll Reo 1-800-6674556 
Fax: 25M38-1467 www.speedee.ca 493.2 Hlghway 16, Terrace 635-6558 
wmrv.terraceautomaIl.com 
In memory of all those who lost their lives to cancer 
Tel(250)6356273 Fax (250)6355093 
l - S O 0 1 4 7 0 5 8 4 8  
Walking in memoi of family and friends. 
Pmudly Canadian 100% locally,o&ed & operated! 
Participants can register online at www.bc.cancer.ca or pick up regiitration packages at the CCS ofice at 
I #204-4650 Luzelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 638-8583 or Helen Owen - Terrace Relay For Lije Coordinator at 638-7207 or howen@bc.cancer.ca I www.terraceautomall.com 4916 Highway 16, Terrace 6157187 
CANCER RESOURCE CENTRE 
207-4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 250-638-8583 
b w BE~Ts "R Patient Services Programs oflered in the Terrace area by trained voluntcers: 
CANCER SUPPORT GROW - Meets every second and fourth Thzrrsday ofthe nionth at the Cancer Resource Centre 
EMERGENCY AD - Financial Assistance to cover transportation and lodges for up to one yeal: 
CONFIDENTIALITY IS ASSURED! I 
MONTHLY MEETINGS OF THE CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY - Those interested iitjoining 
the Terrace unit are welcome to the monthly meetings on the second Thursday of the month at the Cancer 
Resource Centre. Call 638-8583 for more information about these programs. 
\ 
. 
DELI : ll I 
4610 LazePIe h e . ,  Terrace 
635-6600 
.. .-. .. -. ~, . . .  . .  . . .  . . . .  
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.the then board of direc- 1 tors guessed the tax would r’ c? Ci 
.generate $83,000, but in its 
.first year, it’s generated 15 
per cent more, putting $92, 
,864.31 into tourism society 
; “For the beginning of 
-the year we weren’t sure if 
.we were going to meet that 
.$83,000 expectation so it’s 
-good to be able to meet that 
*expectation but even better 
:to also exceed it;’ says Ter- 
:race Tourism Society execu- 
:tive director Jennifer Lewis 
; “It allows us the oppor- 
.tunity to go after new mar- 
Skets.” \ - 
The money is spent on 
-items such as tourism guides, 
.magazine and newspaper ad- 
hertising, the establishment 
‘:of an interactive web site 
-:and other external marketing 
-initiatives, says Lewis. 
Jacquie Munson operates 
the Bear Country Inn and the 
Thornhill Inn. She’s been a 
member of the Terrace Tour- 
ism Society for several years 
and says the most significant 
benefit of the tax is the cer- 
tainty it gives the board in 
long term planning ,and bud- 
“One of the biggest things 
it did is we know the funding 
is going to be on the table 
and we know it’s going to be 
there in the coming years,” 
she said. 
“It is an incredibly good 
feeling to have momen- 
tum and know that you are 1 -starting something and you ’ can work on it and follow it 
‘through.” 
‘t -marketing coffers. 
, :geting. 
c 
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BUNK BED Pioneer 180CK 
MSRP $20,033 1 -%OQ-313-7187 
491 6 Highway 16, Terrace 61 5-7187 
30- x 74’ 
DEALER #5958 *O.A.C. Net Of Taxes OPT 846 DOUBLE BED W/EUNK 
w 
. .  
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Shell protest move a worry 
THE OWNER of the Copperside store and Shell station on 
Highway 16 says he’s not thrilled with a plan for a protest to 
take place outside that store this Friday. 
Supporters of Giannino Pretto, who owns the only other 
,, Shell station in Terrace plan to rally in front of the Hwy 16 
location to draw more attention to his ongoing battle with 
Shell. Pretto’s‘been unable to sell gas since November 2005 
after suffering financial hardship stemming from :he dis - 
covery of contamination on his Kalum St. Shell station in 
- 
1 
his contract with Shell because he can’t get financing from a 
bank because of the contamination on his site. 
He believes that contamination predates his purchase of 
the site from Shell in 1982 and is therefore Shell’s responsi- 
bility to clean up. 
I “We empathize with his difficulties,” Mackie says, but 
worries the rally could be damaging. “I’m concerned that 
it might impact my employees and our business in general, 
these guys are working just as Giannino’s were.” 
2001. 
“We’re not excited that they are going to be showing up 
on our doorstep,” says Copperside general manager Fraser 
Mackie. “We’re a customer of Shell’s as is Giannino we just 
And Shell officials -are concerned the action will just 
“He’s also a local businessman he’s not involved with 
Setve to jeopardize 
Mr. Pretto at all ,” says Shell spokesperson Denita Davis. 
local business. 
(1  ’ Herea a few word that’ll sound 
“much better at Island Hearing Services: 
> 
I 
To get a better sense of it, 
call for your free hearing test today. 
. . .  . . .  , .; _.  , , 
, . , .‘ .,, , . .. ,. G 
. . .  . 
Investors Group welcomes ... 
Coleen Taylor, Division 
%Director for Investors 
Group Financial 
Services Inc., is 
pleased to announce 
that Trina Moldenhauer 
has joined Investors 
Group in the Terrace 
.Office as a Consultant. 
Trina Moldenhauer 
Consultant 
Ph: (250) 635-0601 , 
Trino.Moldsnhou~lnvalb(irwp.c~ 
mw.invsrtongroup.tom 
The Plan 
Wllbl 
Welcome to the 
Thorlshilll Motors Team! 
Brent; Mark and the Staff would like to 
welcome Corey Funk and Aarian Auriat. 
CONSULTANT 
COREY ADRIAN 
FUNK AURIAT 
TECH N ICIA N 
Corey has 
enjoyed 74 years 
in the automotive 
business. He years sales experience, 
brings 7 0 years 
as a licensed 
technician to 
SAiES & LEASE 
As a certified Sale 
Professional with 4 
Adrian invites all his 
past customers and 
friends to see what’s 
our team. new for 2006. 
TfiornfiiCC 
Highway 16E. Terrace 
A 
c It‘s the perfect month to see your dealer. 
2006 MAZDA TRIBUTE GX-I4 
WITH AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
06 MAZDA MPV GX 2006 MAZDA6 
GSI4 
AR MM FOR d8 MTHS 
WlTH $2.695 DOWN PAYMENT 
TOTAL LEASE GfKjATKIN OF $14,599 
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT 
, 
. I. 
i 
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EV BISHOP 
It’s a small, big world 
read a lot of historical stories, and my fam- 
ily roots in North America are quite young. 
In thinking about these lives that 1 read aboul I andcgrew up hearing of, I’ve often pon- 
dered what it felt like to’leave your homeland for 
a “new” world, knowing full well that there was 
every chance that you would never again see the 
family and friends you left behind. 
Letters were slow to cross,the ocean and even 
slower to traverse the rugged, dauntingly vas1 
terrain, taking months to come, if arriving at all. 
Even when telephones became commonplace, the 
cost of long distance calls maintained a strong bar- 
ricade between faraway loved ones, and still mean! 
that “mere” acquaintances, passing friends, and 
distant relations lost touch entirely. 
The Internet has changed all that. Today, every 
day, usually several times a day, people all over 
the world receive news from distant relations: We 
read jokes that made far off friends smile or groan 
and click forward. We watch babies we’ve neve1 
held grow up in digital pictures and get quick snip 
pets of text about what’s going on in the lives of 
loved ones that we never see. I 
Instant messaging allows for real time conversa- 
tions that are almost free-with hilarious graphics 
and options to boot. Keeping in touch has never 
been easier. Web pages and forums allow for the 
sharing of information, passions and just plain odd 
things. 
But not only do e-mail, instant messaging and 
Web forums keep us in touch withufamily and old 
friends-they create new family ind friends: It 
used to be that if you had eclectic interests or lived 
in a very small town, you were just the odd one 
out. 
Now anyone can seek out like-minded cohorts 
about everything from writing to politics to rub- 
berstamping to home taxidermy to historical cos- 
tume hobbyists to you-name-it-and-there’s-a-site- 
for-it. There really is something for everyone on 
the Internet and most anyone who spends any time 
there ends up corresponding with people they’ve 
never actually met. 
**...the Internet with its varied 
faces, personalities and limitless 
locations can be an amazing way to 
both shrink the globe and to expand 
your world. ” 
The Internet is a wonderful place to hang out. 
It’s a great place to find new friends, utilize free 
professional development, take forays into any 
subject you can dream of, and discover endless 
fodder for the imagination. 
Two years ago, I met (in person) someone I’d 
come to know in a writers’ forum years earlier. 
We’ve visited twice since and wilt be life long 
friends. I have countless other “faceless” online 
friends with whom 1 have ongoing discussions. I 
often work for people I’ve never seen. Online, I 
can track down and pick the brains of favourite 
authors and “talk” in forum with writers from all 
over tlic world. Online, I can play with Google 
Earth and (once quelling the slightly creepy feel- 
ing it evokes) check out not only my friends’ hous- 
es and properties, but the Nile in Egypt, the moors 
in Scotland, and the restaurants in San Diego as 
well. 
In fact, I can explore any geographic region I 
can think of. I can learn about any subject that 
I can imagine too (Want to sew medieval styled 
boots for example? You’ll have to refine your 
search you’ll get so much advice!). 
If there is a dark side to hanging out online, it’s 
that forums and chat rooms effortlessly create an 
atmosphere of openness and camaraderie, mak- 
ing you forget that you’re only seeing the sides of 
people that they want you to see-you need to be 
wary. It’s also easy to wile away time that might be 
betier spent on relationships with the real people 
in your life, and there can be the danger (we’ve 
all heard the stories!) of romhticizing someone 
that yoube met online as being your soul mate 
(Relax-those are not the kinds of friendships I 
pursue!). 
Yet 1 think the good outweighs the bad. Even 
a move across the ocean no longer means the end 
of relationships! And while I’m fortunate to be 
surrounded by wonderful, supportive family and 
friends in the flesh, my online sidekicks add some 
very red dimension and interest to my life. For 
any average person who genuinely likes his of her 
life and isn’t just trying to escape it, the Internet 
with its varied faces, personalities and limitless lo- 
cations can be an amazing way to both shrink the 
globe and to expand your world. 
In a league of their own 
ABOVE: Leanne Voogd, 16, will compete in four different categories starting to- 
morrow at the Evangelical Free Church. At right; clockwise from top left are the 
members of the lnveraray Music Children’s Harp Ensemble: Anna Linton, Katie 
Hollett, Kaela Evenchick, Aislin Dafoe and Sandra Yoo. The ensemble will perform 
a combination of song and strings. All five of the harp players will ‘also compete 
individually, some in duets,’trios and quartets. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTOS 
ABOVE, camp cook Wilbur Spence and Steven Doolan 
show a fresh shovel of oolichan from the Nass River, 
while at left, Kiti Ksan student Chantel Snyder talks 
with Lorna Johnson, centre, and Verna lnkster on Chi- 
na Bar. DUSTIN QUEZADNROD LINK PHOTOS 
THERE’S ONE discipline at the Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival that’s decidedly Terracc-rich i n  tillcnt. All but one 
of the cornpetitors calls Tcrracc home. 
They’re harpists and this year h y ’ v c  carned their ow11 
category, distinct from other stringed inslriinicnts. 
Local teacher Robin Hollctl, wlio tcachcs all seven ol‘ (he 
harpists entered i n  the fcstiv;ll, says it was loo hilrd for ildju- 
dicators to judge a violin solo from one on the harp. 
“It’s like apples and oranges,” said I-iollctt, who has been 
teaching here for eight years. 
Her oldest and perhaps most accomplislicd pupil is Le- 
anne Voogd. Thc 16-year-old has six ycars experience in 
finger plucking the 22 lo 36-stringed instniments. 
When her future teacher played at hcr school she says she 
loved‘it. “My onia and grandpa offered to buy me a harp,” 
said the talented teen who also plays thelpiano, used to play 
the saxophone and is now trackling the acoustic guitar. 
Voogd has since added a bigger harp to her collection, 
thanks to a lot babysitting and newspaper delivery monies. 
The smaller, 22-string harps cost around $1,500, while ‘the 
larger 36-string instruments cost in  thc neighbourhood of 
$5,000. 
With five years of competition under her belt, the Centen- 
nial Christian student says she no longer feels any perfor- 
mance nerves. She’s already played the gala performance 
and awards night four times. 
When Voogd bought her harp in Grade 9 she says she 
knew she was serious about her future in niiisic and she has 
designs on studying music therapy after high school. 
Her parents, Frank and Joanne, are thrilled with their 
daughter’s determination and the music it produces. 
“It’s a treat to be inbthis house,” said her mom. 
Voogd and her fellow harpists perform tomorrow and 
day mornings at the Evangelical Free Church. 
Oolichan are off and running 
OOLICHAN HARVESTERS have 
been busy catching and processing 
the nutrient-rich fish which has been 
making its annual spawning runs 
up northern rivers from the Pacific 
Ocean. 
Overall, the runs are late this year 
but the number of returning oolichan 
are satisfactory, say harvesters. 
At Fishery Bay, east of Kincolitli, 
Steven Doolan’s crew at Doolan’s 
Camp was one of four groups of 
fishers in the area collecting the first 
ooIichan of the season last week. 
Efforts have been hampered by 
ice and snow in and around the Nass 
River but Doolan, who has operated 
the camp for more than 30 years, is 
confident their targets will be met. 
‘We have a 30-ton container that 
we want to fill,” he said. 
Oolichan are generally no more Doold said the oolichan they 
than six inches long and return to catch are not sold. “We keep them 
spawn in rivers after two or three for ourselves and trade them.” 
years of ocean life. Camp cook Wilbur Spence said 
They contain a collection of pro- First Nations come from as far as 
teins and nutrients providing not Alberta for the fish. 
only food but also medicinal quali- A field trip last week along the 
ties. They are preserved by being Skeena River by a Grade 3 Kiti Ksan 
either smoked, air and sun-dried or class failed to find any oolichan bu! 
frozen. the students did hear all about the said. 
But oolichan can also be rendered fish. 
down by being boiled to produce 
Traditionally, oolichan were wel- 
heal leaving no scars, she said. 
As impohant as the oolichan is 
for food, Johnson told the students it 
also had a cultural value. 
“When you have enough, you 
share with your neighbour. This is 
what I was taught when I was young 
- you share. It’s .good to share be- 
cause in return, you will get,” she 
Verna Inkster told the students the 
‘“They give it to you just like cod oolichan is one of several seasonal 
two people brought along courtesy “Next month it will be seaweed 
comed as a source of food and nutri- of the school district’s First Nations season. Before Christmas it was 
tion after the long winter months. . Education Centre. “They made you clams. Salmon is the last one,” she 
volved in producing grease and due Inkster did note that a lot of young 
to their food qualities, oolichan had people in her community and family 
a high trading value amongst native was also placed on wounds and have lost touch with traditional food 
peoples. worked so well, the wounds would harvesting. 
grease and oils. I liver oil,” said Lorna JoFson, one of sources of food provided by water. 
And because of the work in- drink it. That was their medicine said. 
years ago.” 
Mixed with herbs, oolichan grease 
~ Our Ofices are Open 
< to Sewe<you! 
0 
Terrace Office 104-47 10 Lazelle Ave 
Terrace BC V8G 1T2 
Phone: 250 638-7906 
Fax: 250 638-7926 
Kitimat Office 244A city Centre 
Kitimat BC V8C 1T6 
Phone: 250 632-9886 
250 632-9883 , 
Entail: robin.austin.mla@ 1eg.bc.ca 
Stop by or reach us by phone! 
Robin is working hard to ' 
bring the concerns of Skeena 
residents to Victoria! 
Robin Austin, MLA 
Skeena 
Open: 
Tuesday to Friday in Terrace 
Wednesday to Friday in Kitimat 
COMMUNITY EVENTS welcome. The society 'also meets on the first 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29 Thursday of the month at 7 p.m. at city hall. New 
Ktimat Museum hosts a meeting to talk about members welcome. Call Chris at 638-1049. 
Kitimat's heritage sites at 7:30 p.m. in the upstairs 
gallery. For info call the museum at 632-8950. The MOtis B.C. Nation wants to help sign up 
Metis members of the community for citizenship 
SATURDAY, APRIL 1 in order to be recognized as a nation. Deadline 
Ducks Unlimited Canada Terrace Committee is approaching. Call Leanne at 615-9700, e-mail 
hosts its 21st annual fundraiser banquet and reg6registrar@gmailcom or go to #206-3228 
auction. Besides a great meal and an annual Kalum St. Transportation to the Terrace office will 
subscription to a national. magazine, participants be provided for the elderly, single mothers, etc. 
Saturday, April 1 at the Teirace Arena banquet Community groups and entertainers wanted. 
room. Tickets can be purchased by calling: Gordie Now scheduling trade show entertainment for 
Olson, 638-1945; Re/Max of Terrace, 638- 1400; April 13-1 5. Call Tony at 635-5333. 
Claire Irwin, 638-8314; George Little House, 638- 
8887; Corrae Eigeard, 635-001 2; Debbie Mills, The Terrace Emergency Shelter hosts Bannock 
638-7786; and Cheryl Irwin, 615-8816. & Beans, where Fridays are chili nights at the 
shelter. From 4-6 p.m. at 2812 Hall St. Call 635- 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5 5890 for more info. The meal is free. Volunteers for 
Kalum Horseshoe Community School Society meal preparation always needed. 
hosts an educational presentation "Food is not 
enough - Ideas for Today and Tomorrow" with The Clay Artists of Terrace Society is taking 
have a chance to win one of our many raffle prizes. ,. . . 
A m e a r h a  at.. . I 
I ,  " 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION 
BRANCH 13 TERRACE 
guestspeaker Marg Spina, the Kamloops Food registrations for April pottery classes for both 
Bank executive director. Learn how to move adults and children at the new community pottery 
clients from helped to helpers through food action studio. Call Pat at 635-5574. 
activities. Learn how KamlooDs has made sure 
I 
- 
everyone has enough to eat and has had fun doing 
it; about Food Council and impressive volunteer Society sponsors a series of educational I The Terrace branch of the B.C. Schizophrenia APRIL 8, 2006 
incentive program. For information call Agatha, presentations on brain disorders. April 12: '/ 
Family Place 638-1 863. From 12-2 p.m. at the 
Health Unit Auditorium (341 2 Kalum Street). 
DOORS: 7 : 3 0 ~ ~  -TICKETS: $1 5 EA. 
Members & Bonafide Guests 
understanding and communicating with someone 
who has delusions. All presentations at 7:30 p.m. 
at the health unit auditorium at 3412 Kalum Street 
I SATURDAY, APRIL 8 
The Taoist Tai Chi Society of Canada Pacific 
Region will give a Tai Chi demonstration and a free 
class at Skeena Junior Secondary School between 
1-4 p.m. An afternoon of health improvement, 
concentration and meditation and relaxation and 
stress reduction. Call 61 5-321 6 for information. 
THURSDAY, APRIL 13 
UNBC Terrace's Northwest winter speaker series 
resumesThursday, April 13 at 7:30 p.m., as Deanna 
Nyce presents "University learning & successes 
of regional delivery." The Terrace UNBC campus, 
4741 Park Ave. Free and all welcome. 
APRIL 21 -23,27-28 
Terrace Little Theatre and Terrace Standard 
present the Laramie Project by Moises Kaufman 
and members of The Tectonic Theatre Project. 
This powerful docu-drama explores the roots of 
intolerance and the oath to acceotance in Lararnie. 
out our &e M call 638.1283 for advertising information 
SATURDAY, APRIL 22 
The Kiva Cafe on the Northwest Community 
College campus hosts Los Gringos Salvajes, an 
eight-piece band from Smithers playing original 
music inspired from Argentina. Tickets are $10 
for seniors and students, $12 for adults and are 
available at Misty River Books and the Kiva. 
PSAs 
The Family Pkce hosts "F~nPlace" drop-ins on 
Wednesdays in the Child Care Centre at Thornhill 
Community Centre from 930 to 11:30 a.m. An 
opportunity for children to paint, build with blocks, 
dress up, sing, have snack and stones and make 
new friends. Adults can have fun with their babies, 
toddlers or preschoolers and meet new and old 
friends in a relaxed, family-friendly environment. 
For info, call 638-1 863. 
The Ksan House Society hosts a healing and 
empowerment group for women who have 
experienced abuse. The confidential group will 
utilize art and creativity to encourage personal 
growth. Every Wednesday from March 22 to May 
10 from 10 a.m. to noon at the Ksan House (4838 
Lazelle Avenue. Registration is recommended, 
but drop-ins always welcome. Childcare may be 
available, please call to enquire. Call Diandra at 
635-2373 ext. 23 for info. 
The Terrace Greater Beautification Society's 
beautification work bees meet Tuesday nights 
at the George tittle House at 7 p.m. Everyone 
Join us at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre! 
Scholarship Night of the Pacific Northwest Music Festival. 
See the best performers from all the disciplines. An evening 
celebration of all that is best in Dance, Speech, Bands, 
Choirs, and more. 7:OO p.m. 
Friday, April 21,2006 
Ballet Jorgen - Cinderella "An innovative take on the classic 
fairy tale." Terrace Concert Society Tickets available online at: 
www.terraceconcertsociety.org or call phone: (250)635-5603, 
Sunday, April 23,2006 
Dale Lang - An inspiring speaker with a message 
4 
(use side door). Free and all welcome. 
Kennode Friendship Society offers free tutoring 
at its Kalum St. location with an After School 
Homework Club Mondays through Thursdays 
from 3:30 - 530 p.m. This program is open to 
youth in need of help and support in school. Peer 
tutors wanted. Learn by teaching. This could be 
used as hours required in graduation portfolio. 
For more information contact Kim Besharah of 
Kermode Friendship Society at 635-4906 ext. 27. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre (4542 
Park Avenue) hosts Friday drop-in discussion: 
Gender Lens on local issues. Call 638-0228. ' 
Skeena Family Resources presents free programs 
for parents and children under six at Kitselas 
on Queensway, Skeena Kalum Housing and at 
Kitsunkalum. Parent connection, information 
workshops for parents and fun activities for kids. 
Tuesdays to Thursdays from noon to 2 p.m. 
Transportation is available. Everyone welcome. 
Call 635-7087 for information or transportation. 
The Artful Cup hosts Stitch 'n Bitch, a co-ed 
kniting circle Thursdays from 7:30-9 p.m. Sewing 
and crochet also welcome with people on hand to 
teach. For more info call Renee at 61 5-9383. 
Soup Kitchen, operating every Monday from 
12-1:30 p.m. at the Kerniode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup and a 
bun! Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
Terrace Toastmasters is now meeting on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of each month, at 
the firehall conference room. Always open to new 
members. Call Bob 638-0923 or Rolf 635-691 1. 
Alanon meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. at the 
Wornens' Centre. 
I 
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings every night of 
the week. Call 635-6533. N/A meetings 7:30 p.m. 
Saturdays at the education room at the hospital. 
Call Tony at 798-2598. I 
Girl Guides of Canada in Terrace is looking for 
volunteers! If you would like to be a Girl Guide 
leader or on District Council call Lia at 635-3868. 
Skeena Square Dancers welcome all ages from 
16-90 on Monday nights at the Carpenter's Hall to 
Apr. 31, 2006. Beginner dancer session from 7-8 
p.m. and 7:30-9:30 p.m. for mainstream dancers. 
Beginners dance for a toonie, mainstream dancers 
for$5/night. Call Ron 638-831 6 or Diana638-1626 
for information. 
Royal Canadian Legion is appealing to members 
and their spouses for auxiliary volunteers to help 
prepare vegetables and pie crusts once a month 
for steak night and to help with dishes. If interested 
please phone 635-4862. 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Skyler Edward Joseph Ode11 Madison Elizabeth Therrien 
Date 8 Time of Bib: Date & Time of Birth: 
March 6,2006 at 6:50 om.  March 17, 2006 at 2 5 8  p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 1 1  02. Weight: 6 Ibs. 1 1  02. 
Sex: Mole Sex: Female 
Parents: Kim & Steve Parents: Shari & Ron 
%He sister for Tyler" 'Little brother for 
Baylee & Dakota" 
Baby's Name: 
Asio Simone Nole Baby's Name: 
Gobriella Josie Mildred Stanley Dak & Time of Birth: 
March 18, 2006 at 10:35 p.m. Date & Time of Birth: 
March 14, 2006 at 1 :41 a.m. Weight: 7 Ibs. 13 02. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 0 oz. Sex: Female 
§ex: Female Parents: Raven 8, John 
Parents: Christina 8, Adam "Little sister for Courtney" 
"Litrle sbkr  for Noah, 
krele, E h n  & Kanika" Baby's Name: 
AliAnno Giselle Justice Wright 
Baby's Name: Date & Time of Birth: 
March 18, 2006 at 5 3 3  p.m. Luke Isaiah Block 
Date & Time of Birth: Weight: 6 Ibs. 13 oz. 
March 16, 2006 at 1 : 12 p.m. Sex: Female 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 10 oz. Parents: 
Chormaine & Matthew Jr. §ex: Mole 
Parents: Cheryl 8, Tim 
"Little brother for Connor _- 
I 
. .  . 
I Police station full of history 
, 
I 
CONTRIBUTED By 
CWNTAL MEIJER 
TERRACE’S FIRST police 
station has survived, largely 
,unscathed, for 94 years. 
Yet the future of this his- 
tory-rich police station - 
which is currently privately 
3 owned and has recently been 
vacated - rests with current- 
day ,/residents. They are its 
ultimate Judge. 
Terrace’s first police station 
- which solidly sits exactly 
where it was built in 1912, at 
the comer of Lakelse Ave. & 
Kalum St. - symbolizes and 
embodies Terrace’s policing 
history. 
One of 100 or so police sta- 
tions commissioned by the 
B.C. government of’thc day, 
this building is one of the 
few that has survived. 
Built in 1912 by Will Little, 
a half-brother of city found- 
er, George Little, it was built 
to provide living quarters 
for a constable and cells 
for the prisoners. One‘can 
only imagine the stories that 
brewed from that unlikely 
cohabitation. 
Terrace’s first police officer, 
Const. Thomas Parsons, rose 
through the ranks of the B.C. 
Provincial Police to become 
its chief. He was stationed 
in Terrace in 1913 - a busy 
time with the construction 
of the Grand Trunk Pacific 
Railway. 
; Described as a well-liked, 
i bright young man who 
made friends everywhere he 
: served, Parsons is credited 
’ with reorganizing the B.C. 
” 
n 
... 
YVONNE MOEN 
. THE CHILDREN of Pat 
Palahicky held a surprise 
70th birthday party on Sat- 
urday, March 11 at Veritas 
I School auditorium. Family 
, and friends gathered togeth- 
er for a special and wonder- 
: ful time together. 
The smorgasbord-style party 
I had a wonderful selection of 
’ delicious food and lots of fun 
wils had by all. The evening 
began with son Glen saying 
, a beautiful grace. Thanking 
; God for their mother, for 
being such a caring, loving 
person and for the many 
good things’she has done for ’ 
others. And he thanked God 
’ 
for family, friends, in this 
. special time together. Once 
,‘ everyone had time to enjoy 
1 dinner and catching up on a 
lot of talking, daughter-in- 
law Sophia beautifully sang 
a song by Julie Andrews: 
* “My Favorite Things” from 
* the movie “The Sound Of 
Music”. However, the lyrics 
: of the song were deliberate- 
: ly changed to especially en- 
: ‘ tertain her “blue hair” audi- 
: ence, which went something 
; this: 5> 
e Maalox and nose drops and 
a needles for knirtirrg, 
Walkers and handrails and 
new dental fittings, 
Bundles of magazines tied 
up iicstring, 
These are a few of rny favor- 
< L ite things. 
Cadillacs and catarac{s and 
; hearing aids and glasses, 
Polident and Fixodeirt and 
t false teeth in glasses, 
Pacemakers, golf calls and 
porclres with swings, 
: These are a few of iny favor- 
: ite things. 
: And of course with several 
4 other verses that went like 
- this, this caused a lot of 
- laughter among the group. 
And I, among others, c&q re- 
: late to a lot of this! 
: In the auditorium, the chil- 
: dren had arranged in a cor- 
. ner a front room setting with 
some comfortable chairs. 
Everyone sat around the 
. piano, with several of Pat’s - granddaughters entertaining 
,: on the piano, and even Pat 
got up and tested her fin- 
gers. 
5 
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Let’s Make Cancer History 
1 888 939-3333 I www.cancer.ca 
Canadian FpiJ g:;z; 
8RITISH COLUMnIA AND YUKO\ 
1 ‘1. Terrace Minor Lacrosse 
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0 ROBBROWN ’ 
=V x CSA, is the formulaic way to calcu- 
late river flows, the hydrologists say. To 
make things comprehensible you need to 
appreciate that Q equals the ‘discharge of 
e stream under examination, V its velocity, while 
CSA represents the cioss-sectional area at the point 
of measurement. ’ 
If this all sounds very complex, it’s because it 
is, “and it’s made more difficult thanks to the highly 
variable nature of discharge as a result of fluctua-3 
tions in precipitation and’groundwater flow. 
‘ Water is a slippery medium; moving water is an 
asive shape changer. 2 
To make the process of water measurement eas- 
ier, the people who do so need to keep the shape of 
the stream channel as close to constant as humanly 
s with gauging structures like weirs. 
of those weird i-before-e-except-af- 
ter-c words passed down to us from Old English, 
where it was used to denote a dam or enclosure, in 
particular a dam or enclosure used to snare fish. 
One of the best known of these gauges was in- 
vented by C.S. Crump. 
Children,(, /I g t .out your bik 
Second,, free, clinic coming soon to teach cycling skills and bike maintenance 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
A SECOND FREE biking clinic for children aged six to 12 
takes place on the trails of at F e y  Island April 23. 
After the success of last year’s Sprockids fall clinic, 
which welcomed 73 youth to learn biking skills and main- 
tenance, organizer Lucy Praught is thrilled about bringing 
another one here and possibly welcome a special.guest to 
pass on his cycling knowledge:‘ 
Bruce Spicer, who founded the Sprockids program and 
is a 13-time Canadian cycling champion, has been asked to 
attend the clinic. 
, Spicer came up two years 
ago for a clinic and loved it, 
I m excited just because 
he had an amazing impact on 
the kids,” she says. 
Praught asks children to 
start signing up so she has an 
idea how many leaders will 
be needed €or the clinic. 
Already about 30 children have approached her to take 
Part. I ’  
Last year, several parents came out to help alongside vol- 
unteers and their presence was greatly appreciated, making 
it a fun day for everyonc. 
Assisting with the day’s activities allows parents to see 
what their children are learning and then be able to pracrise 
these activities when out riding as a family afterward, says 
Praugh t . 0 
A leaders’ meeting will be planned before the clinic to 
ensure everyone is aware of the day’s events. 
Praught invites new cyclists to the clinic to share her love 
of the sport. 
A multi-week program is planned for the future and 
Praught hopes to hold day camps throughout the cycling 
season tq teach children more skills than what can be done 
in the one-day clinic. 
To register for the spring Sprockids clinic, call Lucy at 
635-1 191 or 638-7603. 
says 6 1 Praught. 9 “l’m excited just 
amazing impact on 
because he had an 
the kids,” 
i 
The Crump weir used worldwide to calculate I 
the run of rivkrs and recently, in no small part due 
to the fact that it’s shaped like a aircraft wing, it’s 
gained considerable favour with fisheries scientists 
who have modified it to create a very accurate way 
.to  v. fish-for fish data. 
. Water flowing over the top of the Crump weir, 
like wind flowing over the top of a plane’s wing, 
increases in speed and pressure. 
In the case of the plane, the result is lift; in its 
aquatic incarnation the pressure increase slows 
down fish migrating upstream and forces them 
closer to the bottom. 
Embedded in the weir is an array comprised of 
three electrodes that conspire to create an electrical 
field. 
The trio of electrodes is connected to a machine 
called a Logie 2100 Resistivity Counter. 
The counter continually monitors the resistance 
of the water above the counting array calibrating 
for changes in this resistance every half hour. 
Since fish are better conductors of .electricity 
than the water they displace, this change is picked 
up, recorded and analysed by the counter using an 
algorithm to determine if it fits a typical fish pat- 
tern. 
When the counter determines that a fish has 
passed over the array, the time, direction of travel, 
and the change of resistance measurement of the 
fish event is recorded and stored for later down- 
loading and analysis. 
This resistivity technology grants fisheries sci- 
entists powers of enumeration far greater than they 
have had previously. 
Using the electrified and well connected Crump 
weir, it’s now possible to monitor trout and char as 
well as salmon and steelhead. 
Cameras can be mounted in stream for visual 
verification, but visual monitoring is not a neces- 
sary component of this technology, thus murky wa- 
ter and high flows are no longer as problematic as 
they once were. ’ There has always been suspicion that traditional 
counting fences may have had an adverse effect on 
the migratory patterns of anadromous fish beyond 
merely holding them up for a while. 
This theory was bolstered when the Ministry of 
the Environment conducted a study on the Thomp- 
son River steelhead that had to pass the Deadman 
Creek counting fence. 
The Deadman Creek structure was the lynch pin 
Thompson River steelhead enumeration. A lot of 
choice spawning habitat lies above the fence. 
Through the use of radio telemetry, it was dis- 
covered that instead of utilising that habitat, some 
steelhead were turning tail and running back down- 
stream to spawn after encountering the fence. 
The electrified Crump armed with the Logie 
Counter effectively obviates any negative effects 
traditional fish counting fences may have had on 
the migratory patterns of fish. 
Additionally, any fish handling formerly required 
with traditional technology is no longer necessary 
where the Crump-Logie system is in operation. 
Originally developed to enumerate Atlantic 
salmon runs of rivers and streams of the British 
Isles, the modified Crump had its maiden swim on 
the Vancouver Island’s Keogh River where happy 
fish scientists dischered its accuracy was upwards 
of 80 per cent. 
Since then resistivity counters have been in- 
stalled in eight Canadian streams, seven of which 
are in B.C. 
The one closest to home is set in the Kitwanga 
River. On March 22, I set out to have a look at it. 
To be continued. ... 
, 
THE EIGHTH ANNUAL Ruins Cup Ridercross crowned 
the kings and queens of Shames Mountain March 19. 
Dorothy Jedraejaky topped the 13-and-under girls ski cat- 
egory. Kaela Evinchick picked up second spot. 
Kyler Highe grabbed first among the 13-and-under boys 
skiers. Mitch Sabal took second and Kristian Vidal came 
third. 
In) the 14-to-17-year-old boys ski category, Tyler Vidal 
won, followed by Bruce Hamilton in second and Pat Hem- 
mons in third. 
The women’s ski open crowned Erin Havard as the victor 
with Trish Gair took second. 
’ The men’s ski open went to Ryan Monsees. Travis Yagel- 
niski finished in second place and Rob Maurer took third. 
In the snowboard events, 13-and-under was won by Da- 
vid Evinchuck. 
Jordan Schibli topped the 14-to-17-year-old boys cat- 
egory. Leo Hoorne took second and Lee Miller snared third 
place. > 
tied Katie Adams for second. Kayla Yagelniski took third. 
second and Jason Belisle came third. 
The women’s open went to Stacey Blake. Claire Lussier 
The men’s open went to Colin Davies. Marc Page took THREE SNOWBOARDERS tackle the run at Shames Mountain in the eighth annual 
Ruins Cup Ridercross March 19. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Woman dominates men’s division 
at St. Paddy’s Day squash tourney 
OUTSTANDING PLAY “We had a trophy made many spectators as players 
highlighted the third annual for him. We just had one and during the weekend chil- . 
St. Paddy’s Day Squash trophy for most valuable and dren were running around 
tournament at the Kiva. dedicated, that’s better than the Kiva and even grandpar- 
Players from Masset, first and second,” said orga- ents came out to watch, she 
Kitimat and Prince Ru- nizer Elaine Sanchez. said. 
pert joined the locals at the Sanchez said everybody ‘‘I can’t wait to do it again 
Northwest Community Col- knew Turner would be the next year,” she said. 
lege courts. recipient and started shout- , The squash club plans to 
Patricia Cisneros domi- ing out his name as she gave hoid another tournament this 
nated the Men’s B division, a speech before handing out fall, possibly in October. 
winning every game. the trophy. The fourth annual St.’ 
“She stood out above “It’s known throughout Patrick’s Day tournament 
everyone else in the tourna- the squash community that returns next spring. 
ment,” said Sanchez he is valuable and dedicated mmm.. 
Jill Girodat, the only to the sport,” she said, add- m e  St. Paddy’s Day tour- 
other women to play versus ing he plays squash three 
Gin0 Lamele won the the men, came third in the B times every week. 
division. She’s the most im- Kitimat player Allan Men’s A division, followed 
proved player thanks to the Greene suffered a severed by Morgan in second, 
smaller tournaments she’s tendon on the back of his Randy Nast in third and ~ r i ~  
attended, Sanchez said. knee, ending his tournament Turner in fourth. 
At a certain point, women on the first day. The Men’s B division ERIC TURNER won the award for most valuable and 
play well enough that they went to Patricia Cisneros. dedicated player at the third annual St. Paddy’s Day 
decide to enter the men’s she said. Tim Nordin took second, Squash Tournament at the Kiva. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
categories for a tougher lev- with jill Girodat in third and 
Women’s novice play 
Eric Turner, a college played his scheduled games. The Men’s c division The Men’s D event went saw Kathy Gardner win, 
physics teacher, was award- Sanchez was thrilled with was won by Jason Cathers. to Brad Norwood, with Karla Parte1 score second, 
ed a special trophy for being Ken Gordon took second, Andy kcuyer in second, Debbie Jonkman take third 
the most dedicated and valu- the weekend. M i k e D e & ~ u j o s c o r ~ ~  Derek Brady in third and and Linda Wilson finish 
ney winners are as fo~~ows: 
“It was just bad timing,” 
Cliff Weir, a friend of 
el of competition, she said. Greene’s, took over and T~~ ~~~~l in fourth. fourth. 
the audience turnout over 
able player. The first evening saw as and ~ ~ i l  B~~~~~ f inish4 Jessie Mulvany in fourth. fourth. 
I 
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For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
POTTERY CLASSES. Adult or 
children classes now running 
in Terrace. Community studio is 
now taking registration for April 
Interested Pat 250-635-5574 
ROOM AVAILABLE - 16' mov- 
ing van returning empty on Ru- 
pert ferry to Port Hardy April 
4/06. Contact Ovie 250-284- 
3994 - toll free 1-888-31 5-3422 
Januaty 14,1939-March 29,2005 
It's hard t o  imagine that 3 year 
Has passed since we said farewell 
But you will always remain in our 
Dreams, thoughts and memories forever. .. 
Your loving husband, Hardy, 
daughter Christina (Mike) Heimdallson @ Arandson Karl, son Peter E brother IiuAh Rose 
All family Sunday 
School 930am 
Pan ec a I Sunday Morning 
Service 10:30 am 
Service ~ 6:30pm 
' I(  
araace 
AS s em b I y Sunday Evening 
phone 635-2434 fax 635-5212 
351 1 Eby Street V8G 2Y9 
TPA Youth Online, www.fyrn.is.drearning.org 
- t
PO BOX 1 142 PH: 250-635-8830 
Terrace, B.C. 250-6 1 5-6063 
V8G 5P7 email: livinastones8monarch.net 
LIVING STONES CHURCH 
Sunday Morning Service 10 a.m. 
Evening Prayer Service 630 p.m. 
3302 Sparks St. 
I PI TE R N A T  I O  N A L  , 
C 
IN LOVING MEMORY OF 
THOMAS CLIFFORD 
BOND 
November 27, 1959 
April 1,2005 
Fm @ r q p  tliw& idl a 
mmwfi arid a/ tiw fw w v  
p u y w u r h .  f i rnut  
For fame and gain 
You do not strive 
And now you're 
turning 65! 
Happy 
65" 
Birthday 
JOHN 
April 2/06 
) ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
Sparks at Keith Avenue 
"God Loves You, And So Do We" I PASTOR: MARK ASSELSTINE Our love for you lives on forever You taught us so much about 
life, love and giving. All these 
lessons we will never forget. 
Memories of you will never fade away. 
you are with us everyday. 
"When you have loved someone so 
deeply they are never lost to you. 
Precious memories of them live 
on in your heart forever." 
For in our hearts, I 
Always and Forever missing you 
Tim, Jennifer, Melissa, Brodie, Brennen, Tyrel, 
Amber, Mylee and Rita 
I 
3341 River Drive, Thornhill, BC 
250-638- 1 56 1 
4506 L a k e l s e  Avenue 
The Rev'd. C. D o u g l a s  Campbell, Rector 
from Amy & the kids 
J 
Chiirch Phone: 635- 9019 
Rectory: 638-7948 
Wednesday: f : O O  p.m. Holy ducharist 
Sunday: 1O:OO a.m. Hol Eucharist, Sunda School, Nurse 
ALL PRO ESCORTS 24 hour 
service. Great prices. Excellent 
selection. Fast, friendly, dis- 
creet. Always hiring. 250-635- 
6996 www.allproescorts.com 
19~6) 
COMPUTER CRASHED? 24 
hour support. Professional on- 
site service. PC repair, network 
troubleshooting, certified tech- 
nician, 10 years experience. 
Reasonable rates. Freeconsulta- 
tion. 250-638-6226 
Pastor: Arnold Miller 
Christ Lutheran Church 
3229 Sparks St., Terrace, BE. 635-5520 . 
TERRACE ALLIANCE CHURCH 
to know Chris1 and mcke him known ... topether " 
Pastor: Murguret Powelrl ' 
WORSHIP SERVICE XI a.m. 
4923 Agar Ave. 635-7727 
Weekend services for a// aues 
- .  
i 
Terrace Evangel kal 
Free Church 
4640 Park Ave. 
Ph: 635-51 15, Email: tefcQtelus.net 
gunday Morning Worship: 1 O:30 a.m. 
Visit www.getawaybc.com 
for your next adventure. www. 
tcandal bertabedand breakfast. 
corn has over 500 B&B's online! 
Call Robvn at 
SACRED ESEABT 
CA!IXMBKEC PABHSEK 
, 4840 Straume Ave., Terrace, BC 
635-23 1 3 (fax) 635-5873 
Pastor: Father Terry Brock I 
1-800-661 -6335 for your free 
glossy magazine. 
www.sunDeaksreServatlons.com 
Mid Week Madness - Feb 26- 
Apr 2,2006 from $99 pp. Wee- 
kend specials from $107 pp. 
Sun Peaks Online - 1-888-578- Terrace Crematorium I 
m 
**SKI RESORT SUN PEAKS BC** MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the N o r t h w e s t  
since1946 
Bronze Plaques 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 
24 hour pager 
' bud  sarvico 
8369. 
CHARTER FISHING. Prince 
Rupert, Vanderhoof and Kitimat 
River. Silver Sun Charters. Todd 
Rickardd 1-250-570-9595, Wiin 
a charter online! www.silver- 
suncharters.com (1 1 p3) 
I "Now you together are Christ's body; but each of you is a different part of It. I COr.12:27 
UNIQUE FRANCHISE. 
1 OPPORTUNITY L a w m  (76d): 
T(TK7FAlDY 
September 16, 193 1 
March 23,2006 
Bud was born in Terrace 
B.C. He passed away 
surrounded by family a 
his home in Terrace, B.C. 
Bud will be dearly missed by family and 
countless friends. 
The Kirkaldy family invite you to attend a 
memorial service to, be held April 1/06 
at 1:30 p.m. at the Thornhill Community 
Church on Krumm Road. 
Reception to follow at the Branch # I  3 
Terrace, of tKe Royal Canadian Legion. 
In lieu of flowers, donations can be made to 
the Canadian Cancer Society. 
Flooring Distributor 
Now Selling Direct1 
8 & 12 ml Laminate, 200 choic- 
es from ................. $.49sq/ft 
7” unfin or pre fin Fir. .... $.99sq/ 
ft 1,) 
3 1/4” Exotic pre fin and Oak pre 
fin, many choices.$l.99sq/ft , 
Oak, Maple, Ash engi- 
neered ....................... $2.99sq/ft I 
TONS MORE! 
1-800-631 -3342 
A well-established, highly successful 
Canadian Franchisor i s  seekin a personable 
and has a desire to become a strategic partner 
in a mutually beneficial business relationship. 
If you believe you‘ve got what it fakes, 
p h s e  confact Mark Pardee in Calgary a t  
1 =800-66 1 m7682 (Ext. 35) 
or e-mail: markp@calaary.mmms.ca now! 
and motivated operator, who P ives in Terrace 
COMPUTERS & Computer 
parts for sale. Upgrading, re- 
pairs and installs. 15” & 17” 
monitors in stock. David 250- 
61 5-041 4 (12~3) 
COUCH AND Love seat, oak 
coffee table and two end tables. 
Has an immediate opening for a full-time 
CONTRACT SALES PERSON 250-635-1 767 (1 3p3) 
EUROPEAN-SlYLE aueen size The successful candidate wir be customer service oriented, 
have knowledgeof the construction industry, an understanding 
of Truss Systems and basic computer knowledge. 
We offer an enjo able working environment, excellent benefit 
,We thank all applicants; however only those selected for an 
interview will be contacted. 
Please send your resume‘ to: 
package and sa r ary in accordance with experience. 
RONA 3207 thinroe Building St. Centre 
, Terrace B.C. V8G 383 
Attention: Dave Merritt 
Email: dave@terracebuilders.com 
Tel: (250)635-6273 Fax: (250)635-5392 
I in the coveted Okonagan Valley is  currently looking ’for an bed frame. It has slak instead of a box sDrinq so all YOU need , to provide’is amattress. This is 
, in good condtion but does need 
a centre support. $75.00. Call 
MOVING OUT sale.. 9 piece 
dining suite, 6 piece ‘bedroom 
suite, beds, dressers, lamps, 
household items, exercise bike. 
250-638-8927 (1 0 ~ 3 )  
250-635-21 53 (1 3 ~ 3 )  
ALARM INSTALLER I 
his is a full-time position and includes benefits. 
Please mail your resume with references to: 
In Loving Memory 
of 
Jumas T. MucKoy 
I922 - 2006 
We would like to thank 
all of our friends and rela- 
tives for sending flowers, 
cards and kind words of 
condolences on behalf of 
Jim‘s passing. 
A special thank you to  
Rev. Wallv Hararave, 
Shadow Alarms 
3705 - 27th St., Vernon, B.C. V1T 4x4 
email: shadowularms@telus.net LOTS OF Antiques 10 - 4 3904 
hatton. Sat. April 1st. (13pl) 
MOVING OUT of town garage 
sale. March 25-31st. Between 8 
a.m. - 3 p.m. #3-2087 Queens- 
way Drive, furniture, appliances, 
household items, seasoned fire- 
wood, clothes, teaching resourc- 
es. 250-638-0775 113~3) I& MINISTRY OF FORESTS RANGE :z;z @ Practices Forester m e  
Hazelton 
&!E% 
Tte BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area is  seeking a quali- 
fied employee to perform a wide variety of professional and tech- 
nical services to su port the development and operational stages 
of pre and post Tim er Sale license awards and active harvest o 
erations within their Hazelton Field Team. Responsibilities inch e 
operational planning, cut blocks and forest road layout and de 
velopment, and monitorin and evaluating of harvest operations 
and silviculture activities. 9 he Practices Forester i s  responsible for 
ensuring all activities associated with these responsibilities are 
consistent with BCTS business and financial goals and objectives 
and are technically effective and appropriate. 
Qualificotions - Bachelor of Science in Forestr and two 
operations/C&E; or an equivalent combination of experience 
and education such as, the pupil program and three years of 
operational field forestr experience or 5 years of forestr ex eri- 
be eligible for registration as an RPF, with the Association of BC 
Forest Professionals (ABCFP). Lesserqualified applicants such as 
Forester-in-Training or artici ants in the Pupil Pro ram may be 
appointed at a lower Ever. [andidates must be a % le to demon- 
strate experience organizing and managing complex concurrent 
initiatives and must ossess a valid BC Drivers License. Preference 
ng and administration and experience in more than one field 
i f  forestry. Travel is s the willingness to work 
ivertime and in adv itions. An eligibility list 
nay be establistied. 
8E 
years of experience in operational field forestr (SUC I as forest 
tenure field development, engineering, silvicu r ture, or harvest 
ence. You must be a i egistered Professional Forester h P F p  or 
nay be given for 8 emonstrated experience in contract monitor- 
V8G 1 L l  ; Fax 250-6383 176; Tel. 250-6383 153; E-mail: & 
don.Halev@gov.bc.ca Closing date: April 7, 2006. 
The Beula ’Unit, c‘ t. Tom Harris, Char l ie Meek, 
luncheon. , 
Many thanks to Jim Ferguson for his time and dedi- 
cation. 
Also to the homecare staff who were so caring and 
devoted to Jim. 
Jim i s  survived by his wife Anne  MacKay & family, 
his children Marney, Doug, Elaine & Maggie. 
& The Ladies of t R e Royal Purple for the lovely VANCOUVER TICKET SERVICE Located in the Hampton Inn 
Hotel. Concerts and Sports. 
Canucks, Brooks & Dunn, Aer- 
osmith, Korn, Queen & Paul 
Rogers, INXS, Franz Ferdinand. 
Hotel accom avail. 1-800-920- 
0887. 
Flooring Distributor 
Now Selling Dihct l  
8 & 12 ml Laminate, 200 choic- 
es from ................. $.49sq/ft 
7” unfin or pre fin Fir .... $.99sq/ 
3 114” Exotic pre fin and Oak pre 
fin, many choices.$l.99sq/ft 
Oak, Maple, c Ash engi- 
neered ....................... $2.99sq/ft 
TONS MORE! 
TURBO 400 Chevy transmis- 
sion $100; 454 Chevy big block 
engine $400; 1969 GMC truck 
$1 50; large mechanics work- 
bench with new grinder and 
vice $200; 750 Ibs engine stand 
$50; new large L-shaped com- 
puter desk $200; late 60’s early 
70’s Chevy Nova hood and right 
fender $1 50. 250-638-7700 
(l lp3) 
“WHITE ELNA” sewing ma- 
chine and cabinet, embroidery 
discs, gc. $175.00. Snow mo- 
bile helmet gc. $50.00. 250- 
n 
1-800-631 -3342 
635-3423 (1 003) 
*Directing inquires to the appropriate staff. ‘ 
*Maintain filing systems. 
No phone calls please, only those short-listed will be 
contacted. Please drop off your resume with a detailed 
cover letter by March 3 1 2006 to: 
Terrace V8G 156 -- 
TERRACE 
Director of Programs 
Temporary Position 
Maternity Leave Coverage 
The Ksan House Society is seeking .an..,inde endent, 
can deliver services from a feminist framework for the 
osition of Director of Programs. This position will be a 
pull time position at 35 hours per week and will run from 
April 2006 -June 2007. 
The Ksan House Society is a non-profit grassroots 
organization that operates a variety of programs. The 
Director will be responsible for all aspects of the following 
rograms: Subsidized Housing, Sexual Assault Centre, 
hornen‘s Counsellin Program, Specialized Victim 
Women’s Outreach and Children’s Programming. 
Qualifications include: a degree in social work and/ 
or extensive related training and experience in crisis 
mana ement, sexual assault, family violence,child 
sexua? abuse and historical abuse. Candidates will 
also have a proven ability to: supervise and direct staff, 
fulfill administrative responsibilities, familiar with union 
contracts, as well as an understanding of how non-profit 
agencies function. 
Please mail a resume and detailed cover letter 
expressing your interest and related experience to Ksan 
House Society, Attn: Kristi Hanna, 4838 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, BC V8G 1T4, or fax it to 250-635-2315. The 
closing date i s  April 3rd, 2006 
motivated, passionate and professional -indivi ap ual who 
Services Program, Chi P dren Who Witness Abuse Program, 
TOOL AUCTION 
SANRDAY,APIIL 1ST @ lOAM * PREVIEW: MARCH 319  - 1-7PM 
3031 KOFOED,TERRACE, B.C. 
Huge selection of OMC boat motor parts (NEW), Truck 
Canopies, Lawnmowers & Weedwackers, Furniture 
Dollies, Booster Cables. Angle Grinders, Bench Grinder, 
Sanders, Planers, Drills. Sand Blaster, Battery Chargers. 
Welders, Table Saw, Carpentry Tools, Mechanics Tools, 
Shovels, Rakes. Axes, Splitting Mauls, Tap & die Sets, 
Wrenches, Car & Truck Tires, Chainsaws, Gun Cabinet, 
Computers. Household & Office Furniture PLUS 
MUCH, MUCH, MORE ... 
(Subject to additions arid defe tioils) 
.l........_____......----- $5ooo/ Month simply returning 
phone calls. No selling. Free de- 
tails. Call toll free: 1-877-299- 
3622. 
Retiring - 13 Years NW BC Over- 
head Door Business for sale. 
Will train - includes all inventory. 
Call 250-847-9793 for details. 
NET UP to $2800 per month 
- no selling. Secure, proven 
cash flow. Minimum investment 
$1 6,800. Free Info 1-800-321 - 
61 26. 
MYSTERY Shoppers need- 
ed in Kamloops, Kelowna and 
throughout BC! Apply online at 
www.secretshopnet.com 
--
Nisga’a ValleyHealth Authority 
Vacancy / Job Posting 
For the position of 
Finance Manager 
Working out of New Aiyansh and reporting 
to, the Chief Administrative Officer, the 
Finance Manager is  responsible for supervisin a staff 
of two (AP/AR and Payroll) and overseeing Yinancial 
operations for the organization’s annual $1  2 million 
budget. 
Ph, 635-9452 Fax 635-4000 www.mar.ionauctions.com 
‘THE BEST P U C E  IN TOWN TO SHOP IS AT THE AUCTION BECAUSE YOU SET THE PRICES” TEST DRIVE 1 
Unique opportunity lo own and operate a 
2006 Pete with zero down. You must have 
a minimum ONE YEAR fiat de& highway 
experience able and willing lo  run 
references. 
CANADA / USA and possess good 
Rick or Andre (800)663-0099 
Hi~klebern Mines Ltd. is (I 19,000 TPD opeti pit copper 
njolyhdeiiiitii niine located I20 km soiitk of Hoiistori irt <+est 
central British Cobnibin. We are ciirretttly recriiifirig the 
followitig posifion: 
KEY ACCOUNTA5ILITIES: 
Maintain the organization’s financial accounting system 
Undertake bank reconciliations, and input journal 
Ensure the organizations payables and receivables are 
in a GAAP compliant manner 
entries as required 
mana ed in a timely manner 
Board of Directors 
Produce accurate periodic financial statements, and 
other financial re orts and support documents in 
Directors, and outside entities 
Ensure financial policies, procedures, and controls are 
adequate, updating as necessary 
Support the development of annual budgets/resource 
allocation documents 
Assist the organization’s auditor with preparation of 
yearend audit 
Other related duties 
J 0 5  REQUIREMENTS/SKILLS/ABILITIES: 
This position requires an excellent understanding of 
GAAP, strong analytical abilities, and strong written and 
oral communication skills. Competence with MS Excel, 
and MS Word is required. Experience with computerized 
accounting is required,with preferencegiven to experience 
with AccPac for Windows. The successful applicant will 
also be highly personable with the ability to effectively 
lead the Finance team and effectively communicate 
with other managers and outside entities. These skills 
would normally be acquired and be demonstrable 
through four or more years OF related experience and 
either the completion of a business/commerce de ree 
accounting designation; a comparable combination of 
education and experience will be considered. A criminal 
record check will be required for this position. 
Provi 8 e financial support to other managers and the 
a timely manner P or other managers, the Board of 
with an accounting focus, or substantial work towar 3 an 
Quad 4x4 Fishing Boat with 
Trailer; 16’ & canoe: 125cc - 
350cc Enduro motorcycle; Stihl 
chain saw 034 & 50 HP Yamaha 
‘ 4 cycle boat motor; 4x4 tractor. 
FREEZER BURNT meat, fish, 
and bones for sleddogs. Will 
pick up. Please call 250-635- 
WANTED CUT-OFF saw, power 
nailer and air compressor, wood 
stove. 250-638-8707 (1 2p3) 
WANTED TO Buy or rent. 29-30 
foot travel trailer in good condi- 
tlon. 250-798-2256 (13~3) 
250-833-2244. 
3772 (8p6) I1 
CONSIGNMENT AUCTION fea- 
turing the Joe Nouch Estate Sale 
+ farm equipment & Misc. con- 
signments, Saturday, April 29, 
2006.10 a.m. 8794 Nouch Fron- 
tage Road., Hwy 16 & Nouch 
Rd., 9 km’s west of Smithers. 
Complete line of tools and sup- 
plies from Joe’s fabricatioi, busi- 
ness. For a complete listing call 
250-847-1588 or check out the 
website www.7mhorsesale.com 
(click on Nouch Estate) Consign 
your items today for presale ad- 
vertising. Consignments accept- 
ed on site April 27 & 28th. Sale 
managed by Charlie McClary 
Auction and Real Estate Servic- 
es. Office 847-1588, coll 877- 
1770 (13~3) 
* 4 Sales in the South Okanagan MIKES AUCTION LTD. is hav- 
area. FMI phone Lynn 497-541 6 ing auctions on M~~ 13, 2006. 
or 490-5809 F~~~ sale at M!L~ Ranch on 
* 3 Sales in the Williams Lake Cheslatta Road, Southside of area. FMI phone Wilf & AI 398- 
website www.bclivestock.bc.ca equipment, saddles and tack, 
or call Kamloops 250-573- chicken, ducks and geese, and 
3939. June 3, 2006, furniture and an- 
SCHMIDT AUCTION will be Man a e rs tique sale at Grassy Plains hall, 
having an auction for Hayne Tra- 
cey, Saturday, May 6, 2006, 10 
a.m. Southside of Francois Lake 
- 2 kms north of Grassy Plains. 
Househoid goods, numerous 
shop items, equipment, etc. 
Consignments welcome. Watch 
future papers for more info. Call 
Richie at 250-698-7351 or 250- 
SOUTHlSlDE VOLUNTEER 
Fire Department - Annual Auc- 
tion, Saturday, April 8th. Grassy 
Plains hall. Start time; 11 a.m. 
Should you have any items to 
donate please contact Jan or 
Thora for pickup. All items do- 
nated must be clean and usable. 
Concession donated be Grassy 
Plains Country Store. Contact 
Jan Owens 694-3577 or Thora 
Tuttle 694-3784 (13~3) 
for sale. Great location, good 
clientele,takeoverexistingcater- 
ing clients. Affordable rent, will 
assist in getting started. Leave 
a message. 250-638-0980 or 
7174. FMI & pictures view our Francois Lake. Tractors, farm 250-61 5-21 59 (12~3) 
Meat Managers (L Produce 
698-7377 (1 2 ~ 3 )  
Shovel and Drill Mechanic 
The successful candidate w i l l  report to the Shovel and 
Drill Supervisor and w i l l  be responsible for the following 
duties: maintenance, repair and troubleshooting of 
engines, transmissions, hydraulics and electrical systems 
on P & H 1900 and 2100 shovels and Bucyrus-Erie 
rotaiy drills. Experience with shovels and drills would be 
considered an asset for this position. 
Applicantsfor these positions must possessajourneyman’s 
trade qualification (B.C. ticket) or an Interprovincial 
Heavy Duty Mechanic’s ticket and be able to perform 
basic welding. 
Huckleberry Mines i s  a remote mine where its employees 
live in a camp environnient on their days of work. These 
positions work a 4 x 4 schedule (4 days in, 4 days out) or 
4 x 3 schedule (4 days in, 3 days out). While at the mine 
site all meals and accommodations are provided free o f  
charge to employees. Transportation i s  provided from 
Houston. 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. offers a competitive salary and 
a full range o f  benefits including medical, life, disabilty 
income and RRSP savings plan. 
We thank all applicants for their interest in Huckleberry 
Mines Ltd.. but only those selected for an interview w i l l  
be contacted. 
Well established 
vacuum truck business 
for sale 30+ years 
sam’e ownership. 
Three tandem trucks, 
one single axel. 
Call Doug (evenings) at 
250-638-8439 BC LIVESTOCK IS HAVING 
MENT AUCTIONS 
7 FARM & RANCH EQUIP- 
TOASTED TOMATO restaurant 
Southside of Francois Lake. 
Consignments welcome at both 
sales. Call Mike or Ella @ 250- 
694-3497, e-mail mikes1 OO@ 
telus.net. visit our new website 
mikesauction.homestead.com 
SOUTHSIDE VOLUNTEER Fire 
Department - Annual Auction, 
Saturday,April8th. Grassy Plains 
Hall. Start time: 11 a.m. Richie 
Schmidt Auctioneer. Should you 
have any items to donate please 
contact the above for pickup. 
All items donated must be clean 
and usable. Concession donat- 
ed by Grassy Plains Country 
Store. Contact Jan Owens 250- 
694-3577 or Thora Tuttle 250- 
(1 1 P3) 
694-3784 (1 1 p3) 
Required imrne8ately. Excel- 
lent pay, bonus plan, deferred 
profit sharing, benefit package 
and opportunities across Alber- 
ta. Fax resume to: 
(780)624-1349 or 
email Ibrecht@freson.com Qualified candidates can submit their resumes in 
confidence to: 
Human Resources Department 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. 
P.O. Box 3000, Houston, B.C. VOJ 1ZO 
Fax: (604) 517-4701 
Email: HR@Huckleberrymines.com 
Required experienced Faller 
Buncher Operator, experienced 
DangleHead Processor Opera- 
tor. Ten months year, $24.001 
Hour, 50 Hour week. Benefits, 
Drivers’s License, Level One 
First Aid required. Starts early 
May. Reply Box 1960, Salmon 
Arm, BC V1 E 4P9. 
SICK OF your job? Get paid 
what you’re worth working for 
yourself. Free 2 min. message. 
1-800-231 -3230. 
Salary will be commensurate with experience. Please 
supply a r6sum6 and cover letter to the following: 
Darrell Roze, 
Chief Administrative Officer 
Nisga’a Valley Health Authority 
Phone: (250)633-5000 Fax: 250)633-2512 
Closing Date: 12:OO P.M. (Noon), April 14, 2006 
Box 234, New Aiyansh, B.C. VOJ 1AO 
Email: droze@nisgaahea I th.bc.ca 
I . 
I 
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ROOF TRUSS DESIGNER TIMBER CRUISERS and Waste BAKER. PASTRY Chef. Sew- WAREHOUSE SHIPPER. If YOU SPRING CLEANING? Spring 
Painting! 3 rooms $299. (Not 
including ceilings &trim) quality 
work. Excellent references. 15 
years experience, seniors dis- 
count, free estimates. Call 250- 
638-1935 (1203) 
edcashier positions avaiiable at 
established downtown Smithers 
location. Experienced, team-ori- 
ented individuals please call lisa 
at 250-846-571 7 (1 3p3) 
CYPRESS FOREST consult- 
ants is currently offering full 
time and seasonal positions for 
forest engineers and silviculture 
surveyors in the Terrace area. 
We are seeking motivated and 
team-oriented individuals. Pref- 
erence will be given to RFT's of 
RFT eligible individuals who can 
demonstrate 5 years coastal en- 
gineering experience, although 
all applications are welcome. 
Wages "are competitive and 
based on experience and per- 
formance. Onlv those aooiic- 
REQUIRED 
At Lake Country Truss Ltd. In 
Vernon, BC, minimum 2 years 
experience required. Reloca- 
tion assistance available. Email 
resume and salary expectations 
to: len.thiessen@lakecountry.ca 
6 Looking for a Class One Super 
Train Flat Deck driver, above 
average ,wage, tarping extra, 
'one meal allowance per day, 
benefits available. Call ,1-800- 
760-1 420 or 1-250-377-0956. 
Enjoy the sunny Okanagan! 
Bannister Chevrolet requires an 
experienced sales executive. 
We provide a competitive com- 
mission base and benefit pack- 
age. Send resumes with refer- 
ences: Dick Rosman 4703-27th 
St., Vernon, BC V1T 4Y8. Fax: 
250-545-2256. ' I  
JOB FOR FORESTRY TREE 
PLANTING! 
' Khaira Enterprises now hir- 
ing tree planters 8 brushers for 
Spring "2006". Starting first or 
second week of April. We pre- 
fer experienced tree planters. 
Please send resume by email or 
fax. Email address: Khaira786@ 
hotmail.com Phone: 604-760- 
1304. K.M Bajwa Fax: 604- 
LOOKING TO MOVE TO 
KAMLOOPS? Munden Trans- 
portations Inc., is looking for 
professional log truck drivers 
951-2833. 
I - ,  * 
hsurveyors. Minimum2yearsexperi- 
ence. Full time years experience. 
Full time positions. Competitive 
wage and benefits. Preference 
to applicants with scaling licence 
and R ! T  ATE, ATC. Reply to File 
#M335, c/o The Mirror, #104-250 
Dogwood St., Campbell River, BC. 
v9w 2x9. 
Why not continue your Auto- 
motive Mechanical career in a 
beautiful mountain setting? Rev- 
elstoke Excel Tire is accepting 
applications by faxing resume 
250-837-491 9 or email revtire@ 
telus.net 
Mike Wiegele Helicopter 
Skiing in Blue River, BC 
is accepting applications for the 
following positions for our 2006 
summer season: 
have a mechanical aptitude & 
an interest in career growth, 
please apply! Kaman Industrial 
Technologies, a premierdistribu- 
tor of industrial parts, is seeking 
a Warehouse Shipper in Terrace! 
You will shipkeceive products & 
assist sales staff. HS dip., abili- 
ty to lift 501bs, & desire to learn 
required. EOE. Please send re- 
sume:PAC613-kit@kaman.com 
or fax;801-975-2039 (12~3) 
WE ACCEPT resume for the po- 
sition of FT/PT waitress. Please 
send your resume to Shan Yan 
Restaurant at 4606 Greig Ave., 
Terrace. $40 phone calls please. 
(1 1 D3) 
GM Dealership in Terrace, requires a 
qualified journeyman mechanic. We are a 
flat rate shop with an excellent remuneration 
package for the successful applicant. Please 
reply to: Gary MacCarthy: General Manager 
MOVING? Long hauls or short 
destinations. Household furni- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. (ctfnl J r  
MacCar Fm 
2 BEDROOM appliances, clean, 
quiet, no pets, available imme- 
diately, on site manager, close 
to hospital, $500/month. 250- 
I MacCarthy Motors ( Terrace ) Ltd. M 
635-0662 (1 2p3 
HoRIZoNTAL DIRECTloNAL 
enced with 16x20 and 24x40 di- 
license. Send resume to: 
2 BEDROOM :lean and quiet, 
OPERATOR* experi- 4820 Lazelle, f/s, dw, w/d, op- 
635-4852 or 638-0046 evenings 
rectional drill with Class 1 (one) tional* No smoking/pets 250- 
, . ~ --. 
, - --- -rr - - - -_. - sous CHEF, UNE COOK, ants chosen for an interview will 
DISHWASHERS,WAITEWWAI- be contacted. Please forward 
TRESS, HOUSEKEEPERS, resume with work references 
FRONT DESK CLERK. prior to March 31, 2006 to: Hu- 
All positions are for full-time man R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  cypress Forest 
employment* we are looking Consultants Ltd., 51 13 Keith 
best customer service. Please 
send resume to: Margaret Bat- press@monarch.net 
lash, Fax: 250-673-8464, Email: HELP WANTED. Urgently re- 
mballash@wiegele.com Web quired: competent bodyman/ 
site: w w w . w l e a W  m painter for busy shop in Fort Nel- 
EXPERIENCED TREE PLANT- son, B.C. Frame experience and 
ERS. Shuswap Sllvics Ltd. 18 use of PPG paints is an asset, 
weeks, April - August. Apply to: willing to train. Good rate of pay 
www.theplantingcompany.ca and benefit package available 
for Outgoing and friendly PeO- 
Pie, dedicated to Providing the Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K& Fax: 250-635-0921, e-mail: cy- 
CERTIFIED CARPENTER will- 
ing to travel. Commercial, 'res- 
idential construction minimum 
10 yrs. exp. $27/hr. Duties: 
Form erections, concrete laying, 1 
masonry, framing, roofing and 
'finishing, cabinetry installation, 
flooring installation and, exterior 
sidingcinstallation. Fax resume 
ERS Bridges, hi-rises, general 
forming needed for projects in 
the Okanaaan Vallev. BC. Great 
to; (250) 964-1896. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENT- 
CONTRACT CAR CRUSHER 
needed immediately to work in 
the interior of BC. Must be self 
motivated and have experience 
with a front end loader. Will 
supply equipment and training. 
Please contact Micky for details 
Journeyman electrician want- 
ed at Panorama Mountain Vil- 
lage, Wage negotiable. For a 
full job description or to apply 
go to www.panoramaresort. 
corn or contact Adam Hopper 
at (250) 341 -3061. 
1-877-374-6007. 
1-604-939-4866 O i  jllrs) ' 
email: info@ulmer.ca FOR RENT. Clean two bedroom 
Licensed Mechanic or 3rd or Suite. $650 a month, Utilities in- 
4th year apprentice for busy cluded. Damagedeposit and ref- 
shop in Kelowna. Excellent wag- , erences required. Phone even-r' 
es & benefit package. Signing ings. 250-635-6572. Available 
bonus available to right mechan- 
ic. Fax resumes to 250-868- 
358! Or drop Off at RPM Auto- 
April 1. (1 2p3) 
ONE 8 T~~ bedroom in Nral 
location. 5 minutes drive from 
pay and benefits offked. Fax re- 
sume to 250-493-7255. 
downtown. Pets welcome. $275 motive. 
STUCCO APPRENTICES and $375 250-81 5-7385 (1 1 ~ )  
LABOURERS. $22/hour & ben- 
-cb- I -..- I -.., e- h l n i n  ONE BEDROOM apartment In IO commence worK aner oreaK 
up. Looking for clean drivers ab- 
stract and professional attitude. 
Competitive wages, great ben- 
efit package and home every and acquisition licence (Restrict- 774-631 0 (1 1 p3) 
night." For more Jnformation call ed and Non-restricted). please I-CORP SECURITY Services is 
Ryan at 250-31 9-9766. e-mail your resume and cover looking for one loss prevention 
OWNER/OPERATORS letter to: ken.jensen@ca.g4s. officer for full time work in the 
AVg. $1.89/mi. Pulling ComPa- corn or fax to 250-562-8548. Terrace and Pr. Rupert stores. 
nY trailer, AVg. $2-07/mi- with Only those applicants selected Must have BST 1 t 2 as well as 
own longhaul to proceed in the selelction pro- a reliable vehicle. A must. Good 
deck USA/CAN from Bc Or AB. cess will be contacted. (12~3) starting wage and benefits. 
$3000 Hiring Bonus. 
Hick 1-800-663-0099. 
6's from Merritt to Sparwood. 
'Ontact Joe 250-517-0620 Or ' 
in 'Okanagan / Interior seeks ~ W E D ~ A ~  OPEN~NGS ,146 (13 3) Est. Painting Contractor based 
es. Om. med. RRSP fax resume 
Driven wanted hauling Super 
FASHION ACCESSOWES ing shifts, must have own small 
vehicle. Call Roger 250~638- 
ing for home support worker for 
250-955-01 60. 
exp'd painters. Ekcellent wag- FOR EXCEPTIONAL SALES MALE QUADRIPLEGIC look- 
PERSONNEL AT OUR 
G I I L ~ .  LUIIY LGIIII. LWVVCI iviaiii- 
land. Fax name and experience 
SHEET METAL journeyman re- 
quired for West Kootenay Roof- , c 
ing Company. Flashing fabrica- 
tion and installation experience 
required. Wage $29.01/hr plus 
benefits. Fax resume to 250- 
, 693-541 3 or call 250-693-541 2 
1 to: 604-530-31 89. 
TLooking fop 
Child Care? 
'Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
Mon-Fri loam-4pm 
or call 638- 1 1 13. 
Skeeno CCRR 
. is funded by the Province of B.C. L 
town. $450/mo. Utilities includ- 
ed. Phone 250-638-1702 (12~31 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $400 $475, 
$550 Hot water included. Se- 
curity on premises. Please call 
250-635-6428 or 250-61 5-0345" 
(4ctfn) 
Become a Psychiatric Nurse in your own community I 
Psvchiatric Nursina Diploma I 
"We have a serious shortage of nurses, and the problem is going to get 
bigger.. . B.C. now has 2,400 registered psychiatric nurses and the 
' number is diminishing every year as the number of retirements exceed the 
number of new graduates. There'is zero-per-cent 
unemployment in this profession. " 
- Donna Higenbottam, Executive-Directof & 
Registrar of the College of Registered Psychiatric 
Numes of BC (CRPNBC) 
Train locally -The only program of its kind in BC, 
our Regional Psychiatric Nursing Dlploma program 
allows students to learn within their local communities 
via distance education, local clinical placements, and 
some regional classroom delivery. Thls 22.5 month 
program is recognized by the CRPNBC. 
Program starts June 12. 
Government Student Loans & other financial 
assistance is available to qualified applicants. 
a 
A 
~ 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking"App1ications 
Now 
f o r l a 2  
Bedroom suites 
Clean, quiet renovated suites 
* Ample parking 
Caundry facilities ' 
* Close to schgols 8 downto 
On bus route \ 
On site management 
No pets 
References required 
1 i866-777-9405 
Experienced upholsterer re- 
quired by growing furniture man- 
ufacturer located in the scenic 
Comox Valley on Vancouver Is- 
land. Work encompasses new 
high-end furniture, "with some 
custom reypholstery. Please 
fax resume to (250) 337-5078. 
Class 1,3,4 and Air Brake In- 
structor. ICBC Certified Instruc- 
We have a part-time tor. Week Day shifts. Full Time, wages depending on experi- 
ence. Fax to 250-880- retail position available in 
7644. our Skeena Mall store. 
The person that we 
are looking for should 
have some retail selling 
ex erience and would be 
wiling to work a few hours 
er do and fill in full time 
k r  stai holidays. 
, Please send in your 
resume to, Sight. & Sound, 
head office at 4716 Keith 
Ave., in Terrace or by fax 
(250)635-3491 or email: 
sales@sight-and-sound.ca 
HElP WAHTEll 
r. 
SKEENA MAU STORE: 
full-time, wages & 
commissions, positive, 
ener etic, serious-minded 
inlividuals. Apply in 
person. No phone calls. 
part time hours evenings and 
weekend mornings. Must have 
background in home support 
work. Resume required. Please 
call 250-635-1 278 (13~3) 
MYSTERY SHOPPERS Want- 
edl Get Daid to shop at Skee- 
na Mall 'at your convenience. 
Perfect part-time casual job for 
students,' stay-at-home parents 
and retirees. Apply online at 
www.premierservice.ca. (1 3p3) 
1 GET BACK'ON TRACK! Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Monev? We Lend!! If YOU 
To view call 1 638-1748- own your own home-you qcali- www.pioneetwest.com Member of the Better Business Bureau. 
NEED MONEY NOW? 
IF YOU have equity in your 
home, We can help1 Can't prove 
income, slow credit, bank s 
NO!' Call Ricktat Rick Grave 
Associates. 1-604-306-0891. 
fy. 1-877-987-1 420. 
- ' Mining Exploration Field Assistant 
-Employ pent ,Progra )L 
,*.' 
Thls pre-employment course bullds upon the success of the Basic Minlng 
Exploration Skills courses offered In 2005. Groduates of thls program are 
'safety-consclous workers ready to meet the physical demands of e$y-  
-level emp!oyment In the mlneral exploratlon sdctor. Thls course Is taught 
outdoors,ln a remote tent camp. Employers of last year's graduates 
Included expediters, mlnlng consultants, government, drllilng, Junlor 
and geoscience comparks. 
/ 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route ' 
Security Entrance ' 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Hospital 1 
SENIOR ClTIZE 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
to the industry. 
Bonnisie@bannerrec.com I www.bannenec.com HOME 4% YARD repairs, main- 
tenance, renovations; altera- 
Competitive 
Wages 
& Benefits 
Permanent full-time 
year round work 
deed Class 3 and Class Or 
Drivers Licence. 
for local Houston Haul 
Chip & Lumber haul. 
Fax abstract to 
(250)8453397 
or call 
(~)845-3396 
AUTOMOTIVE 
DISMANTLER 
Knowledge of autombtive 
parts and vehicle make-up is 
an asset. Forward resume to: 
COOPER'S USED 
AUTO PARTS 
3701 Hwy. 16 East 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4M2 
or fax to: 25Ok35-4999 
SEAPORT 'LIMOUSINE LTD.' COOK/HOUSEKEEPER 
A small resort located in the northwest is .acce tin( 
applications for a cook/housekeeper. The quahec 
ap licant(s) must have the ability and initiative to worl 
Qualifications: 
wit E out direct supervision. The resort is open year round. 
Minimum 3 years experience as a cook 
Must have level 1 First Aid 
Food Safe - Level I and II 
Class 5 drivers license with reliable transportation 
This position is suitable for a couple. Accommodation! 
and utilities can be included. 
if you are interested, please provide a resume wit1 
references and salary expectations to: 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and retbrn, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
RO. Box 2 17, Stewart, B.C. 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
rrc -2. &?-E-E$ 
*&A4& \ 
Sweeper (dust controlled) 
Line Painting & Stencils 
Pressure Washing 
Residential Driveway Sealing 
Lawn Care & Landscaping 
Snow Removal 
@m?d a z a L u e  
Ernpldyee Benefit Broker 
Carlyle Shepherd & Company, CAS 
2nd Floor 
4544 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 P8 
Fax: 250-6354 1 82 
'your 250-635-6095 Fax 250-635-6532 Building Maintenance Property Management parking Lot 
NO MEMBERSHlP REQUIRED KeepeP Call Ed at: 6 1 5-8638 
We Clean Any &A11 1 
including Chimneys 
& can Solve Many 
\CAREER CONSULTANTS \ 
1 Assistant/Reeeption 
POSITION TO BE FILLED 
Qualifications include: 
Grade 12 with corn uter training and/or experience 
Knowledge of Access an asset 
Proven organizational skills with the ability to balance multiple 
Proficient with Wor cp and Excel 
Septic Backup Cleanup, Insulation Removal, 
Grease l b p s ,  Municipal Sewer Flushing, 
Vac Excavation & much more... IThe quality shows in every move we make!l 
I priorities Ability to work effectively within a team environmqnt 
Strong Client service orientation 
Email cover lefter and resume to 
gkes@shawceble.com 
Closing Date: April 3,2006. 
We thank you in advance for your interest in the position. 
Only those who have been short listed 
will be contacted for an interview. Canad3 
m -ww!& - -  "- ,b' I I '  Light Uphd&ry 9 25+ Years Experie Repairs & Altemfions @ Draperies 
w1*6=%sa3w 
i c :  
Y 
, l l  - 15' NECKEY Kyook sea kayak 
only. Yellow, used very little, 
good condition. $800 OB0 
Phone 250-638-0062 (13~3) 
BOAT TOPS & Frames, boat 
top repairs, recovering of boat 
seats. By Satellite Vinyl & Fab- 
rics, 4520 Johns Rd., Terrace, 
B.C. 250-635-4348 or 250-61 5- 
FOR SALE 2 male pups. CKC 9924. (1 2p6) 
registered Labrador Retrievers. CANOE,TRAILER, motor, PIUS 
To approved homes only. $550. r extras, $3~~00*00  250-635- 
250-849-841 1 evenings. (1 3p3) 3423. ( l  OP3) 
LARGE DOG carrier for sale. JET PUMP for 1 1 5 ~  OMC. 
$25 250-638-801 5 (1 3p3) 250-627-8955 (12P3) 
MALTESWSHIH-TZU cross 
puppies. $425. 2 females, 1 
male. 250-635-0865 (1 3p3) 
1999 DODGE Ram 150,000 
km. Canopy, NC, new tires, 
WANTED: Hitachi~ John tow package. 1991 Coachman 
Dwre, Link Belt Excavators, Catalina 5th Wheel 25RB, NC, 
Backhoes, small sleeps six. Both in excellent 
Loaders, ' Graders, Attach- 635-4321 (1zp3) 
ments, ANY CONDITION. 
CASH AWAITS! 
250-547-8993 (collect). 
Rough Terrain Cranes, condition. $29,995 OB0 250- 
YOUNG COWS 65 head. Red 
Angus, red cross, calving April 
5. Bred black and red Angus. 
Call 250-567-2725 (1 1 p3) 
TWO BEDROOM 800 sq. ft. 
rancher, 65x180 lot, n/g heat, 4 
appliances, detached storage 
4914 Graham Ave. Asking 
CANTEEN FOR sale. Deep tj,- 
er, grill, one freezer, two fridges, 
stainless,steel prGp#table. 4500 $1 ,ooo. Please 250-635- 
generator. Asking $6000. 250- 
638-8188 12 3 
DESIDER;T:I$N. For sale or to sell, beautiful 3 bedroom, 
lease agreement. 10 room inn built in 1996, in great area, gar- 
and restaurant. Licenced motel geous new paint and hardwood 
$138,000, Must see to appreci- 635-231 2 (12~3) ate. Call for viewing. 250-635- 
3828 (1 3p3) ' 
WANTTO save on Realtor fees? 
looking for a 3+ bedroom 
house in the Horseshoel area. 
or fishing lodge. Karl Mob 250- floors, large front & back yard* 
3 BEDROOM house situated 
on a fenced lot, one block from 
Jack Cook School (southside). 
Paved driveway, wired storage 250-635-9191 ' 
shed, 5 appliances, electric 
heat, natural gas fireplace, ,new 
roof and windows. Asking price 1971 12 x 62 mobile h0me in 
$95,000. Phone 250-635-3845 Pine Park. New furnace, hot wa- 
ter tank and w/d,dnewer siding, or leave a message. (1 1 p3) carpet, painting throughout, new 
OREAT home* year storage shed. Asking $8,900:00 
old split entry, 2,800 sq. ft. home obo. 250-798-951 1 6cffn 
on almost 2 acres. Well built, ESTATE SALE lgg4( 14xjo mo- 
'lean and ready t' move in' Am- bile home in excellent condition, 
PIe room with bedroomsi close to schools (K-7), hospital 
bathrooms, bi vacuum, jacuui and town, has 2 bedrooms (one 
' tub, hminate flooring, attached at front of mobile), 2 fullyfinished 
garage, and 2 sun decks. Barn, heated additions, has2full bath- 
chicken COOP and fenced for rooms, master bedroom has a 
horses, borders on crown land. walk in closet and full bathroom, 
$199,000. Call 615-5408 for ap- 2 yr. old built in air conditioning 
unit, comes with 5 appliances, 
;P,DOWN SOUTH of town also includes microwave, some 
is a little duplex, might ,need furniture, dishes, etc: Asking 
$145,000 firm. 250-635-5081 offers. Please call Gail at 250- 
I1 3p6) 
LARGE 3 bedroom home in 
ointment to view. (12~3) 
Some work $0 add Some perk. $62,000 but open to reasonable 
635-4004 (1 3D3) 
Thornhill. New large oak kitch- 'Riverside RV Park ~ ~ ~ ~ r t ,  
new bathroom* laminate deeded R.V. lots now selling 
floors, gas fireplace, new roof, on the Similkameen River in 
siding, deck and windows. gated community. m a r i v e r -  
Large fenced yard with lots of sidervparkresort.com Email: is- 
parking. $1 10,000 Tel. 635-1 841 landviewrv@hotmail.com or call 
1 
I1 1 p3) 250-499-771 O< 250-490-7408. 
REGISTEREDYEARLING Here- 
ford bulls for sale. BW: 80-95 
I Ibs. Call the Gattiker farm. 250- 
VANDER$O:F INVITATIONAL 
All breeds bull sale. Saturday, 
Aorit 8. 2006. Vanderhoof Auc- 
' -
I I 111 G W m C 0 m  
Your private sale ~o/ution '4 846-5494 13 3) 
Sell 
VOUr DraPeftieS? 
3 BEDROOMS with den and 2 
bathrooms in a great location. 
F/S, W/D, DMI, large backyard. 
Available April 1st $775 250- 
4 BEDROOM house. Southside. 
Fridge, stove included. Large 
yard with fruit trees & workshop. 
$675/mo. Available May 1 st. 
Call 250-635-4858 (1 3p3) 
7 BEDROOM Cape Cod, 15 
minutes from town with shop. 
$1,00O/mo. No aggressive dogs. 
Not hunting. Must have referenc- 
es. 250-638-0391 91 3p3) 
FOR RENT oi lease 3 bedroom 
house, F/S. W/D, utilities includ- (, 
ed, no pets, no parties. $8001 
month, plus damage deposit. 
250-632-304 or 250-635-3074 
FOUR BEDROOM, three bath- 
room, two storey in Horseshoe 
area. Close to school, town and 
bus routes. Fridge, stove, wash- 
er, dryer and dishwasher. No 
smoking. References required. 
$750/mo. Call 250-635-1971 
(13P3) 
LARGE ONE bedroom in town 
with all utilities included. W/D, 
SMALL, TWO bedroom house 
five minutes from NWCC. Five , 
appliances, all utilities included 
plus satellite W. High speed 
internet. Ideal for a single per- 
son. No smoking or pets. Not 
suitable for children. A vehicle 
is required. Partially furnished. 
$8OO/mo. References required. 
Call 250-635-5859 (12ctfn) 
THREE BEDROOM house in 
Hokeshoe. Fenced yard, four 
appliances, fireplace. Small 
pets okay. Available April 1st. 
$650/mo. Call 250-635-6352 
I1 1 P31 
61 5-9772 (1 1 p3) 
I1 3p3) 
F/S. 250-635-3756 (1 1 p3) 
- 
5640 (12~3) 
REDUCED PRICE. Motivated 
11,600 sq. ft. -15,600 sq. k. SalesNVarehouse and 
1,735 sq: ft. 
, 6,000 sq. ft. Cold storage 
' and large fenced compound - 
i 
SaledWarehouse 2905 Kenney Street 
, 4820 Hwy 16 West 
4624A Greig Ave 
(Ground Level Store Front Downtown) 
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse 
900 sq. ft. Opce/Sales 
at, heat included, absolutely WINTERIZED / ,  COTTAGE 
) parties, great for working Lakelse Lake waterfront proper- 
)UPle Or older single Person. ty, large lawn, heated tile floors, 
io-635-7585 (1 Op3) spiral staircase to loft. Great 
NO BEDROOM apartment view, serious inquiries. $7501 
idtable immediately. Security month 250-635-2346 (1 3133) 
entrance, rec facilities. No pets, 
no smoking. $495mo + securj: 
ty deposit. References required. 
Call 250-635-6824 (1 OP3) 
VERY NICE 2 bedroom apart- 
ment, secure entrance, on site 
management, within walking 
dlstance'to Wal-Mart and Su- 
perstore. References required 
$500/month plus damage de- 
posit . Phone 250-638-1622 
' 
(1 1 P3) 
4,500 SQ. Ft. warehouse for 
' rent. Reasonable rent. Phone 
250-635-7602 (45CTFN) 
OFFICE & RETAIL SPACE 1 
4644 Lazelle Avenue 
MAIN FLOOR 
600 hz - Reception, 2 officer B staff room 
1000 h' - Wil divide @ace to suit. 
1584 ft' - F m d y  real artote office 
.256 hz-One office 
coltact: 250-61 5-7543 w 635-3475 
SECONDFLOOR ' 
I.? ' 596 h' - 3 O f f i ~  
Tmssed Arch "Free Standing Buildings 
Great for: Agricultural Equestrian Equipment 
Phonemax: (250) 694-3500 Ken Rose 3 BEDROOM Trailer with large addition. large fenced yard. Gar- 
den, greenhouse. Located in 
Thornhill. Available immediately. 
$525/mo. 1-250-71 6-6665 or 
FOR SALE or rent. 1978 3 bed- 
room mobile 14x70 with large 
addition, new appliances, snow 
roof, updated. $19,900 OB0 
$550/month. 250-635-8208 
ONE BEDROOM trailer, dry- 
wall, vinyl siding, new windows, 
w/d. Quiet park in Thornhill. No 
parties, no pets., reference re- 
quired. $300 per month. Call 
250-635-0063 for appointment 
250-245-5885 (1 2 ~ 3 )  
I1 1 p3) 
rPARK & CLINTON 
MANOR APTS. 
Unhmished and pardally furnishec 
ape. Bachelor units, one bedroom 
and two bedmom. Beside 
mimmin pool. One of the best 
maintad rpb. in town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
6157543 or 6353475, 
. .  
1-877-485-3500 Gaped Winwer Cenvos Ltd. 
email: krose@lakescom.net 
www.winklercanvas.com 
tion market.'Sale time 12 noon. 
Selling 100 plus head of regis- 
tered bulls. All semen tested. AI 
w w w * P m ~ ~ u Y s o c o m  I gus, Gelbveih, Charolais, Herc 
m .  
Call us first! 
No cornmirrion sale& I- CLEAN, QUIET adult oriented 1 bedroom condo in Woodgreens Condominiums, Terrace. N/G fireplace, oak kitchen cabinets, 
ceramic tile and carpeting. Ap- 
pliances incl. Laundry facilities 
and covered patio. Available 
immediately $625/mO. 250-632- 
6726. (1 OP6) 
ford, Simmental & Shorthori I 1.866.348.7253 I Bank and Westline Ford. (12~2 Lunch sponsored by the Roy Call Andrea at 250.632.231 8 or 
CLEW I BEDROOM APT. 
tent $580, includes heal 
UbEDROOM APT. 
lent $760, includes heal 
2 BEDROOM NOUS€ 
Rent $580, plus utilities 
Downtown. Adult 
oriented. No pets, no 
smoking. References 
required. 
Contact: 
5 15-7543 or 635-3475 
1 BEDROOM duplex in Thorn- ' 
hill, F/S, W/D, Available im- 
mediately, no pets, $450 plus 
damage deposit. 250-635-601 1 
2 BEDROOM close to hospital, 
' includes 5 appliances. $575/ 
month. No pets. 250-635-5380 
Ill P3) SHARED ACCOMMODATION. 
3 bedroom house close tdtown. 
W/D, F/S, large basement for 
storage. Fully furnished, cable 
tv. $350/month utilities includ- 
ed. 250-638-0762 for appoint- 
ment to view. 113~31 
( 1  3p3) 
2 BEDROOM UPPER , Thorn- 
hill, shared washeddryer $565/ 
1 month, utilities included or 
$465/month without utilities. 
5992 or 250-631 -3206 (6p3) 
3 BEDROOM apartment close 
to downtown. Utilities includ- 
ed. $650/month plus damage 
deposit. Available immediately. 
250-635-0554. Leave message. 
(1 2p3) 
3 BEDROOM Duplex. F/S, 
W/D hookup, electric heat, pa- 
tio, large yard. Quiet southside 
neighbourhood on bus route. 
References required. $550.250- 
BRIGHT, CLEAN, 2 bedroom 
duplex, 10 km west of Terrace. 
f/s, freshly painted, electric 
heat, fenced, pets allowed. 
$425.00 per month 250-635- 
9266 (13P3) 
FOR RENT. 4 bedroom duplex 
in new condition, 2 bathrooms, 
semi-finished basement, wood 
floor, ceramic tile, covered deck. 
Upper Thornhill. 250-635-3756 
or 250-61 5-2532 (1 2p3) 
ONE BEDROOM furnished, 
$360/month. 2 bedroom, $400/ 
month Thornhill, light and clean. 
SPACIOUS 2 bedroom unit 
available April 1/06. Walking 
distance to downtown. Working 
couple preferred. 4 appliances, 
N/R Rent $600/mo + security 
deposit. References required. 
THREE BEDROOM side by 
side duplex located in Horse- 
shoe area, close to schools, 
downtown and bus routes. F/s, 
w/d, n/g heat. No smoking, no 
parties, no pets, $700/month. 
Call 250-635-1 971 (1 3P3) 
TWO BEDROOM duplex, in 
Thornhill. F/s included. N/p. 
$375 For 1-2 persons only. Se- 
curity deposit required. Call 
t plus deposit No pets 250-635- 
I 
8 
638-1691 (12~3) 
I 250-635-7623 (1 2 ~ 3 )  
I 
250-635-6824 (1 0 ~ 3 )  
250-638-7727 (1 1 p3) 
2 BEDROOM house in Thornhill 
with carport has been complete- 
ly repainted and upgraded. S/F, 
W/D witidow coverings includ- 
ed. Suitable for a quiet couple. 
No parties, pets or smoking. 
$550 per month plus security de- 
posit. References required. Call 
250-635-7467 for appointment 
BACHELOR SUITE for rent 
'close to town. No pets. Avail- 
able now. References and dam- 
age deposit' required. $400/mo 
Includes utilities. 250-638-8874 
131 p3) 
BACHELOR SUITE in down- 
town area. Fridge, stove, laun- 
dry, private entry. No parties. 
$450/month includes utilities: 
250-635-4753 (1 1 D3) 
GREAT LANDLORDS looking 
for great tenants. Large 2 bed- 
room suite, W/D, F/S, storage. 
Secure and safe. All utilities and 
satellite included. Small pets ne- 
gotiable. Reduce rent if you pay7 
on time. $650 per month 250- 
635-4956 or email TEHAGUEQ 
telus.net. 
1sOOSQ FT townhouses, 3 bed- 
room, energy efficient, excellent 
condition, beside schools and 
' hospital. Available April 1st or 
May 1st $650/month. 250-635- 
9467 (1 2p3) 
3 BEDROOM 1 112 bath on Moli- 
tor %Terrace. F/S, blinds includ- 
ed, N/G heat, no pets please. 
Security deposit and referenc- 
es required. Bills not included. 
$650/month 250-635-9657 or 
BIG, BRIGHT & Beautiful. Like 
new. 2 huge bedrooms, 2 bath- 
rooms, computer office nook, 3 
appliances, washer dryer hook- 
up. Large amount of closets and 
storage, lovely oak and tile kitch- 
en, email photos available. $690 
250-632-2261 (1 1 p3) 
250-638-0fi61,250-615-1530 
2/3 ACRE lot for sale. Marshall 
Street. $49,000.00 250-61 4- 
0060 (12~6) 
EXCEPTIONAL VALLEY 
VIEWS1 WHISPER RIDGE 
2 BDRM basement suite, sepa- 
rate entrance, storage, suitable 
for quiet working single or cou- 
ple. No smoking, parties, pets 
negotiable, 27108 Sparks, $500 
Includes utilities. 250-635-5904 
2 BEDROOM available imme- 
diately . Couple preferred. Close 
to downtown, big back yard, 
separate entrance, no pets, no 
smoking, ref. req'd. $425 + se- 
curity deposit. 250-635-6824 
(1 Op3) 
2 BEDROOM Basement suite, 
clean, bright, southside, laundry 
hookups, N/P, N/S, responsible, 
Independent tenants 'wanted. 
$450 plus utilities. 250-635- 
11 1 p3) 
1435 Maple St. 
01285 sq. ft. rancher 
*Sunken living room 
*Corner fireplace 
03.6 acre in Thomhill 
4545 Lswrie Awe. 
*4 bedrcoms, 2 baths 
0112 acre *3 bedrooms 
.Part bssemenf, finished 
*Double carport, paved drive 
*Fireplace in living room 
$1 19,500 $98,500 1 5081 (13~6) 
'CLEAN ONE bedro0.m base- 
ment suite in newer home near 
the college, includes utilities, 
F/S, W/D, satellite, no smoking, 
$525/month. Available April 1st. 
FURNISHED TWO bedroom 
basement suite. cable, all util- 
ities, A car a must. Five min- 
utes to town, Hwy 16 W. $550/ 
mo References, damage depos- 
it. Available immediately. Call 
ONE BEDROOM basement 
suite. F/S, utilities included, no 
pets, non-smoking, no parties. 
Horseshoe area. $500/month 
plus damage deposit. 250-632- 
3064 (13~3) 
TWO BEDROOM basement 
and three bedroom upper suite 
in Thornhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. $350.00 per month 
and $500.00 per month. Phone 
Brent 250-631 -9593 (48ctfn) 
250-635-1 714 (12~3) 
250-635-3772 (1 3P3) 
Thompson - Okanagan CHBA 
Gold Environment Award 
for this project. Beautifully 
treed 1.3 acre homesites. All 
services underground, paved 
roads. 160 Acre private park 
(The Ranchlands). 8 Miles to 
Vernon, 40 min. to 
Silver Star Mountain. Home- 
sites from $1 35,500. www. 
whispenidge.com 
INVESTOR ALERT! Okanagan Re- 
creational Heal Estate. From 5% 
250-545-5472 1 -800-493-61 33 
down. www.skahabeachclub.com 
Toll free 1-877-493-3003 
FOR SALE 3 Bedroom home 
on 10 acres. Fenced & cross- 
fenced for horses. 4 stall barn, 
80x200 fenced riding ring. Large 
glass greenhouse. 36x36 shed. 
Close to town. $265,000. 250- 
PROPERTY F i R  sale. Estate 
sale, large lot on Loen Ave. near 
Kalum St. Zoned for duplex. 
Phone 250-624-4050 or 250- 
- 638-8707 (1 2p3 
638-0446 (1 3 ~ 3 )  
4 Bedrooms 02 Bathrooms 
Formal dining room Formal living room 
Large family room Newer roof , 
with vaulted ceilings Hardwood floors 
and wood fireplace New hot water tank 
Double garage Large fenced-in yard 
FOR APPOINTMENT TO VIEW c CALL $35-3 1 2 1 I Victor Cavalheiro Eddie V m e  
i 
/I 
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PLEASE 
KIMBERLY SMITH 
TAKE NOTICE 
A 14x70 mobile MHR #30684 
located at #43-4619 Queensway 
Drive will be disposed of by 
Timberland Trailer Park ltd., 
46 19 Queensway Drive, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3x5 
You must take possession, 
establish a right to possession 
or make ap lication to the 
within 30 days from this 
notice March 29, 2006. 
court to esta if lish such a right 
0 CITY' OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEAR1 
OFFICAL COMMUNITY PLAN 
THE SUBJECT U N D  
Lots 19 & 20, Block 9, District Lot 369, Rango 5, Coast 
District, Plan 972 14438 and 4440 Groig Av~nuol 
THE INTEN& 
To amend Schedule "8" (Land Use Plan) of the Official Community 
Plan by changing the designation ,of the land shown hatched an 
the accompanying map: 
FROM Village Residential 
TO: Mixed Use Downtown 
To allow for the establishment of an artists studio and workshop. 
, 
2 
Sealed Tenders for Multi-Phase Timber Sale Layout Contract SDTSKO7TiF-202 will bc 
received by the Timber Sales Manager, BC Timber Sales Office, Skeena Business Area 
200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia by 9:00 a.m. on Apnl 19, 2006, a 
This contract Is located at the Kinskush Rlver, in the Termce Field Team Area, for layou 
of approxlmately 425 hectares. 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined In thc 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be submitted In accordance with the terms an( 
conditions specified In the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender will no 
necessarily be accepted. Contract Award is subject to funding being available at thi 
time. 
The particulars may be obtaimd from the receptionist at (250) 638-51 00. An electron1 
version of this notice and particulars package is available on BC Bid. For field enquire 
only, contact Mark Relter. (250) 638-5184. 
This solicitation is subject to Chapter 5 of the Agreement on Internal Trade. 
which time all tenders will be opened In public. . U  
PREVIOUSLY ENJOYED 
FORESTERS IN STOCK! 
BC TIMBER SALES db NOTICE INVITINQ APPLICATION FOR s s  @ a ' TIMBER SALE LICENCE A77630 __ - 
Take notlce that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sale licence A77630 I 
being offered for sale by BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, North Coast Field Team 
Closlnp Bate: 
Geographlc Location: Dala Rlver 
M lms ted  Volume: 
Th%tim&&15 ken% h& biien"dedgied foi iarv&t using a combinattion of cablc 
and ground based systems. The use of other systems may be subject to the Fores 
and Range Practices Act and its regulations. 
The upset stumpage rate $ 15.02/m3for the competltive volume, approximately 37,781 
nP, was determined by the variable cost method and Is applicabie'oniy to coniferou 
green sawlog grades. This timber sale licence is fully developed. 
The upset stumpage rate and the bonus bid now apply to both Grade Code (blank 
and Grade Code 3 sawlog volumes. The upset stumpage rate has been adjustec 
(decreased) to account for the Grade Code 3 (Dry sawlog) portion" 
Speclespercent: 
This licence requires the building of approximately 4.2 kilometres of on-block mad 
and approximately 1 .O kilometres of access road under an associated Road Permit. 
Tenders will be accepted from lndlvlduals or corporations registered as a BC tlmbe 
sales enterprise In Category 1. 2 or 3. Applications will be accepted by the Timbe 
Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office, Skeena Business Area, 200 - 5220 Keitl 
Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V6G 1L1. Tenders will be opened In public at Apr 
6,2006 8 930 am. 
There Is additional material that the applicant must consider in their application. Thl 
material which includes application forms and other information about the TSL can b 
obtained fmm the above BC Timber Sales Office by contacting the receptionist at 251 
638-5100. Contact h 'dy Spangi (250) 638-5152for Field enquiries only. 
Electronic wmlon of this notice 6 tender pkg is availebb at: 
M t p ~ / ~ . f o r . g o v . b c . ~ n o U w ~ n ~ . d o / n o t l ~  14=2479 
April 6,2006 8 830 am 
53,335 cubic metres, mora or less Term: 10 months 
Balsam 29%, Cedar 6%, Hemlock 59%, Spruce 6% 
. .  
c 
INSPECTIOll; iI 
THE PROPOSED AHENDMEIT BYUW AND RELEVANT 
Check out our smokln' deals on 
leathers, clothing, motorcycle 
accessories and 
high-performance components. 
QPENINQ DAY SPECIALS: 
WE DOUBLE YOUR 
when you book a Custom Bike 
Build, ,(Max $2,000.00) 
Tires installed & balanced $30 
on most models 
P BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS M l Y  BE INSPECTED in the reception 
area at the City of Terrace Public Works Buildin at 5003 
,to 4:30 p.m. each day from Monday, March 27th, 2006, to 
Monday, April loth, 2006, excluding Saturdays and Sundays. 
-voice their opinions 'regarding this 
application may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT THE 
PUBLIC HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
CHAMBERS, AT 7:OO P.M. ON MOMDAY, APRIL IOTH, 2006. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNh R.S.B.C2,_l996; AND AMENDMENTS 4ENT ACT, 
THERETO. 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours o 9 8:30 a.m. 
1 )  
KE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RON POOLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
04 Ford F350 4x4 Diese@s@:Bb 
Lariat w/Moonroaf. Crew Cab, 45k 
03 Ford F350 4x4 Die~e1-35~995 
XLT Trim Long Box, Crew Cab, 55 km 
64 Mazda 84000 4x4 $1 9,995 
'Something Sweet 
, 
Excellent Condition, SE Plus 
E/C, Auto, 4 Door, Canopy 
- 
99 Ford Ranger 4x4 *I 5,995 
WWW.CARCREDITBC.COM 
Automobile Loans. Trucks I 
Vans I' Cars I SUVs. Turned 
down? Rates too high? Trad- 
ing In? Instant money available 
online. Complirnentary delivery. 
No down payment. Apply on- 
line, Call anytime 1-877-513- 
9564 
& CITY OF TERRACEF +M& NOTICE OF PUBW HEARING OQ Mazda RX-8 GT ' $32,995 Only 20k. Leather, Bose Audio, M. R. OSVolkswa en Jetta e - 3 ~  $1 8,495 
OS Honda Civic 
2 Door Coupe 
Og Volkswagen Passat -$I 8,995 
GLS, (1.87; Leather 
0s Mazda Protege "5" -$I 5,995 
Auto, Leather, Moonroof 
od Bontiac Grand AM 
Auto, PW/PL 
99 Honda Civic CX ' 
2 Door, H/B 
98Volkswagen Jetta 
Wolfsberg Edition, Sunroof, A/C, PWR/W Cruise 
$1 4,995 
"9,995 
$9,995 
Sunroof, Heated ! eats, CD, Speed- 
$1 0,495 
OS Subaru Forester 'S' 
Auto, Fully Loaded, 48k 
OS Subaru Forester 'C 
Auto, 125k 
44 Chrvsler P.T. Cruiser 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT application has been made to amend 
Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw No. 143 1-1 995. 
TA 
sc 
'98 CHEV Lumina sedan. 
11 0,000 easy km's. Lady driven. 
, 4 new studded tires and rern- 
ote start. $6,500 for quick sale. 
Phone 250-638-01 88 (1 2p3) 
THE SUBJEC T M D ;  
The application affects the land, within the City of Terrace, shown 
hatched on the accompanying map and described as: 
WE SUBJECT UWD 
The application affects the land, within the City of Terrace, shown 
hatched on the accompanying map and described as: 
k t s  19 & 2% Block 9, District Lot 369, Rango 5, Coast 
District, Plan 972 * I  14438 and 4440 6rdg Avonu01 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 1431- 
1995 by changin the zoning classification of the propedy 
FROM: 
TO: C I A  (Mixed USO Downtown) 
To allow for the establishment of an artists studio and workshop. 
shown hatched on 3, t e accompanying map: 
R4 (Medium Density MuhMemily Residential) 
BYUW IMSPECllOk 
THE PROPOSED AHEHBARENT BYUW AND RILEYAW 
BACKGROUND WCMHEHM HAY BE INSPECTED in the reception 
area at the City of Terrace Public Works Buildin at 5003 
to 4:30 p.m. each day from Monday, March 27th 2006, to 
knday, April loth, 2006, excluding Saturdays and Sundays. 
WBLK H€ARIWG DETAILS: 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding this 
application may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT R E  
PUBLIC HEWN6 TO BE HELD I# THE MMlClClPAL COUNCIL 
CHAHBERS, AT 7:OO P.M. ON MOIDAY, APRIL l O R ,  2006. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT. R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETQ. ~ 
TAKE NOTICE and b governed accordingly. 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours o B 8:30 a.m. 
RON POOLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
. . -  . 
Lot h, District Lot 61 1, Rango 5, Coast District, Plan 7940 
12803 Konnoy Stroot] 
THE INTENl; 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 143 1 - 
1995' by' changin the zoning classification of the properiy 
FROM: R5 (High Density Multi-Family 
TO: M1 (light Indushial) 
To allow for the establishment of an office for 
firm (forestry). 
shown hatched on il e accompanying map: 
CREDIT QUEEN 
AUTO FINANCING 
hiio0;A-E Cruise 
OZ Subaru Forester AWDes17,995 
AC, Auto, P/W/L, 75k 
00 Mazda nibute LX AWD 
3.0L. V6, AC, Cruise, 25k 
"I 9,995 
$1 9,495 
1 .  
1993 MAZDA 82600 4x4 pick- 
UP. $6,000 OB0 250-61 5-5590 
(1 2P3) 99 Subaru Forester 'S' e . *.:.r '8,495 Auto 
98 Subaru Forester 'C $9,995 A healthy 
lifestyle hains with 
a healthy d i d  
1$6,995 Auto, 123k 97 GMC Safari 
7 Passanger 
96 GMC Safari 
7 Passenger 
"3,500 
AGAR AVE 
I 
BYLAW I#SPECTIO#; 
THE PROPOSED AHENDMEIT SYUW AN0 UELEVAW 
BACK6ROUND DOCUNEMTS HAY BE INSPECTED in the reception' 
area at the City of Terrace Public Works Buildh at 5003 
to 4:30 p.m. each day from Monday, March 27th# 2006, Op 
Momday, Api l  loth, 2006, excluding Saturdays and Sundays. 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding this 
application may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT THE 
MIMC HEARING TO BE HELD 199 THE MMWlClPAL COUWClL 
CHAMBERS, AT 7a6 P.M. ON MONDAY, APRIL lOTH, 2006. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITU ;THE W 
GOVERNMENT A c t  R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours o 9 8:30 a.m. 
5 
RON POOLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
Highway 16E. Terrace DL#7041 
N 
61 0 - The Terracestandard, Wednesday, March 29,2006 /, 
Cal takes‘ 10th place 
at b-ball provincia,ls 
By MARGAET SPEIRS floor) in a leadership role Grade 11s to see all this,” 
was great,” MacKay said. he said. 
CALEDONIA SENIOR “Leadership-wise he and “All the teams were 
boys battled for a 10th Taylor Haynes did very generally a lot bigger than 
finish at the BC well,” he added, saying that us but you ,know it’s not 
School Boys AAA both made some crucial always about being big, 
all Championship shots. it’s about playing hard and 
in Vancouver during spring Eric Jansen was a spark- competing.” 
break. plug and Josiah Bartley Handsworth whipped 
’ “Oh yeah, [I’m) ’ very played well, he said. , Kitsilano 82-65 to win the 
pleased,” said coach Cam “It’s very good for the championship. , 
MacKay. 
Cal dropped its first‘ 
, match 71-54 to Magee, be- 
fore rallying to pummel 
‘ MountiBaker 82-66 and de- 
/I 
Terrace Youth Soccer Association 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
OFFICAL COMMUNITY PLAN for the 2006 Soccer Season! 
Are  you looking 
for a summer job? 
If you are 14 years or older, 
~ 
AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT application has been made to amend 
Schedule “B’l (Land Use Plan) of the City of Terrace Official 
Community Plan Bylaw No. 1771-2002. 
fHE SUBJECT LAND: 
The application affects the land, within the City of Terrace, 
shown hatched on the accompanying map and described as: 
Lot & District Lot 611, Rongo 5, C M S t  District, HOn 7910 
a803 Konnrr Stroot] 
To amend Schedule “8’ (land Use Plan] of the Official Community 
Plan by changing the designation of the land shown hatched on 
the accompanying map: 
FROM: Muhi-Family (Apadmont) 
TO: Light Industry 
To allow for the establishment of .an office for a technical 
consulting firm (forestry]. 
And to amend Schedule C (Department Permit Areas] of the 
Official Community Plan by changing the desi nation of the land 
shown hatched on the accompanying ma Yrom Development 
No. 7 - Industrial. 
- 1 
Permit Area No. 8 - ,Multi-Fomily to Deve P opment Permit Area 
enjoy the outdoors, exercise, like 
having fun and meeting new people, 
while at the same time learningkew skills, 
then come and join a team of dedicated 
individuals ,with the Terrace Youth 
Soccer Association. 
’ 
Junior rinks- CLINIC’OATES: I 
Class 5 Referees, early May, TBA 
Class 4 Referees, April 21-23 at 
’ North West Community 
8 i feat Kelly Road 60-56. 
Cal lost 86-7 1 to Kelow- 
na ,in its final game. 
Jag Aujla netted 67 
points in four games, an 
average of 16.8 points per 
$me, to take 17th spot on 
the scoring list and his 44 
0 
2 
had to struggle in its first 
game after having trouble 
( 1  way things went,” he said. 
I n ,  the final game for 
ninth and 10th place, Cal 
may have run out of gas but 
kept up with Kelowna’for 
three quarters, he said. . 
Brian Lambert played 
very well down the stretch 
and some-of the juniors did 
really well, he said. 
Curtis Mercer sprained 
is ankle in the second game 
nd sat out a game, but tried 
,to play in the last one., 
“Just having him on the -
sports 
win two 
Ievents at 
Kitimat I I \  ‘spiel 
Col lege, Terrace 
Referee, Refresher Course, April 21 
For more information, contact: 
Richard Krupop at 6388852 
Email: rIchard.kruDoD@gov.bca I 1. I 
From THE (NORTHERN SENTINEL $1 , 
THE VIEWING gallery at Hirsch Creek Golf and 
Winter Club was packed for the Saturday, March 4 
finals in the Kitimat Junior Bonspiel. 
The A event was an all-Terrace affair as the Ki- 
eran Griffith rink (Scott Rosentreater, Rebecca Kucha- 
rychen, Dane Gunter) took on the Stephanie Had- 
dad quke t  (Emily Wright, Tamlyn Tabata, Jordan 
Sparks). 
Griffith started well, taking singles in each of the 
first two ends. Haddad took one in the third end, only 
to have Griffith respond with two in the fourth to go 
Haddad rallied for a two in the fifth end to close to 
within one and set up an exciting finish. Showing a 
nice touch with draw and guard weight - and aided by 
a few missed takeouts by the Griffith team - Haddad 
was sitting two behind cover as Griffith came to throw 
his last. > 
His only shot was a tough wick in off a stone out 
to the side to get to the button. His rock curled a bit 
too much, nosing the’target stone and A event was 
Haddad’s. 
The B final had Jordan Johnson of Terrace (Doug 
Swank, Kendra Mouland of Kitimat and Kyle Gunt- 
er) against a young Kitimat team skipped by Eunnel 
Chang (Ashley Francis, Sarah Allan, Daniel Mercer). 
Chang started well, holding the two-time Juvenile 
Zone rep to singles in the first two ends. But John- 
son broke it  open with four in the third, then stole a 
deuce. 
Chang showed some spunk with a deuce in the fifth, 
but Johnson rode his big lead to victory. 
The C event was an all-Kitimat affair with the Justin 
McIssac Rink (Nic McIssac, Samantha Sears, Rachel 
Wink) facing Kelsie Francis (Breanne Muzylowski, 
Alanis Marleau, Rachel Allan). 
McIssac took one in the first, but Francis set up a 
big end in the next, drawing in for four, then stealing 
one for a 5-1 lead. 
McIssac tried to make a game of it taking two in 
the fourth, but Francis replied in kind, then went to a 
hitting game to run McIsaac out of rocks in the last to 
claim the title. 
up 4 to 1. 
) 
1 I 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Application #301-06 I 
PYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROCOSED IMEHDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENT!i HAY BE INSCECTED in the reception 
area at the City of Terrace Public Works, Buildin at 5003 
to 4:30 p.m. each day from Benday, March 27th, 2006, to 
Mondoy, April loth, 2006, excluding Saturdays and Sundays. 
PUBLIC HEARIN6 D E I  u: 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding this 
application may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT THE 
PUBLIC HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUWCILi 
CHAMBERS, AT 7:OO P.M. ON MONDAY, APRIL lOTH, 2006. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAI, 
GOVERNMENT ACT, R.S.S.C., 1996, ,AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours o 3 8:30 a.m. 
i 
’ 
RON POOLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
The applicant has applied to reduce minimum return trip 
route frequencies from 5 to 3 times per week between 
Stewart, B.C. and MeziadinJunction, Meziadin Subdivision, 
Elsworth Cam , Cranberry Junction, Gitan ow, Kitwanga 
Community, &kvanga Junction and The K t y  of Terrace 
Wrirten comments can be made within 30 days of MarcA 
29, 2006 to the Passen er Trans ortation Bmrd at Box 
9850 STN PROV WVT, &ctoria, [C. V8W 9T5; by fax at 
(250)953-3788; by e-mail ptboard@gov. bc. ca 
NOTWE OF PUBLIC HEARON@ 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will,& held on Wmrday, April l&,.loea, at th. Thornwl 
Community Cenlor, 3091 Ceniury shb.t, TOR#. BC, comnnncing at ZOO pm to receive representation 
from all persons who deem their interests to be affected by the proposed bylaw: 
Regional Dirlhigr of Kih’mat-SSkine 
Thornhill Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 526,2006 
1 ,  ,Scope 
Be a youth 
referee 
‘ ANYONE 14-YEARS-OLD 
and up who’s looking for a 
summer job that’s outdoors, 
involves exercise, fun and 
meeting new people, plus the 
chance to learn new skills 
and earn money, is invited 
to join the team of dedicated 
Youth Soccer Association 
for the 2006 soccer season. 
A Class 4 referee clinic 
will bqheld April 21 to 23 at 
the Northwest Community 
A referee refresher course 
will be held April 21. 
L A Class 5 referee clinic is 
scheduled for early May with 
the date to be announced.’ 
For more information, 
contact Richard Krupop at 
638-8852 or by email at 
richard.krupop@gov.bc.ca. 
I individuals with the Terrace 
I 
r 
1 College here. 
.5. 
In general terms, he purposes of the proposed 
bylaw are to amend the Thornhill Zoning Bylaw 
No. 194,1983, so as to create and add a new 
zone to be called Ru4 (Rural Resource) Zone, 
and to rezone land described as a Portion of 
Block B, District Lot 143 1, Range 5, Coast 
District from the Ru2 (Medium Density Rural) Zone 
to the new Ru4 (Rural Resource) Zone. The 
rezoning is required to address a proposal for 
gravel extraction and processing operation 
including excavating, screening, crushing with 
cone crusher, storage and hauling. 
The land affected by this rezoning is  located 
adjacent to Haaland Avenue as indicated on 
It16 sketch. 
The public hkr ing  on Bylaw No 526,2006, is 
to be hald by Dirktors Les Watrnough, Bob 
Cooper and Marylin h i e s  or their designated 
alternates as delegates of the Regional District 
Board. A copy of the Bwrd resolution making 
the delegation and a copy of the prapassd bylaw 
may be inspected’at the office of the Regional 
District of KitimatStikine, 300-4545 >Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, BC betvmen the hours of 830  
am and 4:30 om, Mnndov to Fridav. excent 
0 
Sports Menu - 
w March 31 to April 2 
The Gitwinksihlkw Youth Sports and Recreation Socie 
hosts the Ender Bender basketball tou.mament for 14 and u 
der boys and girls at the Memorial Centre in Gitwinksihlki 
The double knock-out tournament invites teams from Ne 
Aiyansh, Greenville, Kincolith, Kispiox, Terrace; Prini 
Rupert, Gitsegukla, Kitamaat, Kitwanga, Hazelton, Pc 
Simpson and other interested teams. For more informatia 
call 250-633-2240 or 250-633-6803. 
w April 1 and 2 
The Terrace Bluebacks Swim Club hosts an all-level r 
R n N E I . 4  
I . 1, I .  
L.1431 
L.373 
Regional District of 
KSP/mahl)/klne 
Phone: (250) 61 541 00 
1-8006653208 
gional meet at the aquatic centre. A separate in-house me I Skip is three goes on Saturday. statutory holidGs.’ ,- I 
time winner Apri12 
A LOCAL Skip marked Take your skis and snowboards to Shames Mountain for 
his third bonspiel win this I its final day of operation for the 2005-2006 season. season. 
John Evans and his rink 
went undefeated to win the 
A event in the Men’s Marine 
in Prince Rupert 
March 11 and 12. 
April 
Skeena Valley Snowmobile Association holds its month- 
ly club meeting at 7:30 p.m. at Denny’s restaurant. For more 
information, call Aina at 635-0064. 
“The boys were steady. 
We had a couple of close 
games,” said Evans. 
The final game, although 
one-sided, was closer than 
what the score indicated, he 
raid 
\ 
April 7 to 9 
The Gitwinksihlkw -Youth Sports and Recreation Society 
hosts the Easter Classic basketball tournament for interme- 
diate and masters players at the‘Memorial Centre in Git- 
winksihlkw. Players for the ladies and children’s exhibition 
matches can call to enter. The double knock-out tournament 
MUKS-KUM-OL HOUSING SOCIETY 
Invitation to Tender 
I 
Offers signed under seal, executed, and dated will 
be received by Muks Kum 01 Housing Society 3 2  1 0 
Emerson St. Terrace, B.C. before 2:OO pm (14:OO 
hrs) local time on the 6th day of April 2006. 
Offers Submitted after the above time may be returned 
to the bidder unopened. 
Offers will be opened privately at Muks Kum 
01 Housing Society, 3210 Emerson St. Terrace, 
immediately after the time for receipt of bids. 
Amendments to the submitted offer will be permitted 
if received in writing prior to bid closing and if 
endorsed by the same party or parties who signed 
and sealed the offer. 
MUKS-KUM-01 HOUSING SOCIETY 
Invitation to Tender 
Offers s i  ned under seal, executed, and dated will be 
received %y Muks Kum 01 Housin Society 32 10 Emerson 
of April 2006. 
Offers submitted after the above time may be returned to 
the bidder unopened. 
Offers will be opened privately at Muks Kurn 01 Housing 
Society immediately after the time for receipt of bids. 
Amendments to the submitted offer will be permitted if 
received in writing prior to bid closing and if endorsed 
b the same party or parties who signed and sealed the 
The intent of this bid call is to obtain an offer to perform 
work to renovate a building for a stipulated Price Contract, 
in accordance with the Contract Documents. 
There will be a pretender meeting at the Site, 1504 6th 
Avenue East, Prince Rupert, at 1O:OO am March 24th, 
2006. Attendance i s  strongly recommended. 
Contract Documents are identified as Project 232 140786- 
1 as prepared by the Consultant, McElhanney Consulting 
Ltd. Documents may be obtained at 3210 Emerson St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
St. Terrace, B.C. before 9:OO am P oca1 time on the 6th day 
o F; er. 
Y U Y .  
“we were able to steal a 
few points,-- he said. 
E ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  rink beat the host 
team skipped by D~~~ Tuff. 
“Yeah, I played against 
Dave over the years. He‘s a 
very good curler,” he said. 
invites teams from New Aiyansh, Greenville, Kincolith, 
Kispiox, Terrace, Prince Rupert, Gitsegukla, Kitamaat, Kit- 
wanga, Hazelton, Port Simpson and other interested teams. 
For more information, call 250-633-2240 or 250-633-6803. 
April 14 to 16 
The Loggers Bonspiel curls at the curling club. 
The ?errace Standar 
The intent of this bid call is  to obtain an offer to 
perform work to replace treated wood retaining 
wall with an Alan Block Retaining Wall at 1345 
1 1 th Ave. East Prince Rupert, B.C. for a Stipulated 
Price, in accordance with the Contract Documents as 
prepared by McElhanney Consulting Services Ltd. 
Documents may be obtained at 321 0 Emerson St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
- 
terracestand 
Check out our site or call 638-7283 for advertising information 
.I 
1‘ 
